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Opsomming 
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Departement - Rekenaarwetenskap 

Degree - M.Sc 

Telekommunikasie-netwerke ondergaan snelie verandering op 'n wereldwye vlak. Netwerk-operateurs 

van sulke netwerke het nodig om vinnig aan te pas by die veranderinge wat as gevolg van beide 

deregulasie en internasionale kompetisie in terme van diens differensiasie plaasvind. Om hierdie 

uitdagings aan te spreek maak netwerk operateurs al hoe meer gebruik van nuwe tegnologiee wat al 

genoegsaam beproef is om aan hulle vereistes vir betroubaarheid en onderhoubaarheid te voldoen. 

Hierdie tegnologiee beloof groter kapasitiet, groter bandwydte en 'n laer poortkoste as hulle voorgangers. 

Netwerk-operateurs het egter die inherente probleem in dat die skaal van hulle werksaamhede dit moeilik 

maak om maklik aan te pas by nuwe tegnologiee. Tyd om aan verbruikers se behoeftes en kompetisie te 

bestee is beperk, en 'n eindige tydvenster bestaan waarbinne nuwe tegnologiee geimplementeer, asook 

winsgewend bewys moet word voordat die tegnologiee verouderd raak. Die eindresultaat is dat netwerk

operateurs nodig het om uiters komplekse netwerke vinnig en akkuraat te beplan. Om akkuraatheid prys 

te gee het oor die algemeen ernstige nadelige gevolge op die uitboubaarheid en onderhoubaarheid van 

die netwerk op 'n latere stadium. 

'n Groot aantal beplannings-algoritmes en nutsprogramme bestaan vandag beide in die literatuur en die 

nywerheid. Hierdie implementeer gevorderde algortimes en verskaf komplekse antwoorde. Dit is egter 

seide dat hierdie berekenings enige direkte praktiese nut het om netwerk-kostes te verminder deur middel 

van netwerk-konfigurasie. Die sleutel om die voordele hiervan te benut Ie in die daarstel van 'n generiese, 

ope-standaard gebaseerde, geslote-Ius beplannings-proses. 

Die doel van hierdie dokument is om 'n generiese koppelvlak te beskryf waardeur 'n beplannings 

nutsprogram logies aan 'n telekommunikasie netwerk gekonnekteer kan word. Kwesies met betrekking tot 

netwerk beplanning en netwerk bestuur integrasie, hulie huidige status in die nywerheid en 

standaardiserings-groepe en die impak op toekomstige ontwikkelinge word bespreek. Die koppelvalk 

word dan geimplementeer in 'n konseptuele evaluerings-omgewing om die kompleksiteit en praktiese 

haalbaarheid te evalueer. 
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Name - Tertius Dewet Wessels 

Promotor - Prof. Judith Bishop 

Department - Computer Science 

Degree - M.Sc 

Telecommunication Networks are undergoing rapid change on a global scale. Network operators of such 

networks need to rapidly adapt to changes dictated by both deregulation as well as international 

competition in terms of service differentiation. In order to meet these challenges, network operators are 

turning increasingly towards new technologies that have matured sufficiently to meet their reliability and 

maintainability requirements. These technologies all promise higher capacities, greater bandwidth and a 

lower cost per port than their predecessors. 

Network operators however have an inherent problem in that their scale of operations does not lend itself 

to easy and rapid adaptation to newer technologies. Time to react to customer requirements and 

competition is however a luxury that they can ill afford and a fixed window exists within which the new 

technology being implemented needs to be profitable before it becomes obsolete. The result is that 

Network operators need to plan very complex networks, accurately and rapidly. Sacrificing accuracy 

generally has severe impacts on the scalability and maintainability of the network at a later stage. 

A proliferation of planning algorithms/tools exists in both the literature and industry today. These 

implement advanced algorithms and supply complex answers. Seldom however do these calculations 

have any direct practical use to reduce network costs through optimising network configuration. The key 

to realising these benefits lies in making the network planning process a generic, open standards-based 

and closed loop process. 

The aim of this document is to describe a generic interface through which a planning tool or design aid 

can be connected to a telecommunications network. Issues relating to network planning and network 

management integration, their current status in the industry and standards bodies and the impact of future 

developments are addressed, Such an interface is then implemented in a conceptual evaluation 

environment in order to gauge the complexity and practicality of the interface concept. 
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PRELIMINARIES 

1. Telecommunication Network Complexity 
Within the two major sectors of international telecommunications networks, namely the circuit switched 

and data/Internet Protocol (IP) based networks, a revolution is taking place. The rise of the Internet and 

the resulting growth in IP traffic is occurring at such an explosive rate that many believe, including 

Mathews1
, that within a few years 90% of traffic carried on a wide area telecommunications 

network will have originated as IP. Furthermore the existing voice based traffic will be carried as a 

special application over IP. Naturally these figures are truer for certain areas of telecommunications 

activity worldwide than others. The impact of these forecasts will however have the same eventual effect. 

The growth of Data will require any network operator to understand the fundamentals of the data market 

and consequently optimise their network for carrying this type of traffic. In addition the scale of 

transporting information will grow exponentially. This will require new ways of transporting data in a 

deterministic fashion. The enterprise-centric service environment will need to scale to meet the demands 

of a public network. In addition the emerging deregulated telecommunications environment will require 

imagination and speed of deployment. All these factors will result in more complex networks that at the 

same time will require rapid and accurate planning. 

2. Planning Complex Telecommunication Networks 

2.1 General 
Transactions in telecommunication and computer systems are a result of many independently acting 

users and reveal a highly stochastic nature. Teletraffic theory aims at the modelling of stochastic traffic

flows and the analysis of the system behaviour under stochastic load conditions either analytically or by 

simulation. Traffic measurements are necessary to verify the modelling assumptions and to find 

parameters for the analysis. 

In the old Time Division Multiplexed (TOM) circuit switching paradigm the iterative process of forecasting 

demand, engineering the network according to demand and measuring performance in terms of the 

resulting traffic load were considerably simpler. A standardised form of traffic source could be used to 

estimate load, the effects of load on bandwidth and underlying transport capacity were predictable, 

routing was generally static without affecting available bandwidth with signalling planned as a 

overlay/separate network and measurement was restricted to a handful of parameters. 

Effectively planning a modern telecommunications network is a complex task requiring a fundamental 

understanding of a host of networking principles. These range from the concept of measuring virtual 

bandwidth usage as tied to service classes, taking into account the effects of traffic pOlicing and shaping 

on aggregating virtual bandwidths, through to the effects of the routing philosophy on bandwidth, to name 
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but a few. This added system complexity requires new approaches in both analysis and simulation. 

Techniques such as hierarchical decomposition, multidimensional state analysis, discrete time stochastic 

processes, fluid flow approximations or signal flow analysis are often jOintly applied. This is typically for 

the analysis of queuing systems and networks, priority systems, protocol mechanisms or overload control 

to find the resulting loading of resources, to identify system bottlenecks or to estimate the quality of 

service. In particular, high-speed networks cause a problem for simulation because of the immense 

differences in system dynamics and the high amount of compute time to detect rare events. Therefore, 

standard event-by-event simulation techniques are extended to execution in a distributed and parallel 

manner. 

The increasingly complex analytical and simulation techniques required for network planning has many 

implications. Firstly there are additional requirements on software complexity and speCialisation for 

accurately analysing/modelling each facet of the network. A proliferation of algorithms/models exist for 

these purposes, however the end user ideally needs to be capable of making an educated analysis of the 

abstraction level required in a planning tool for his specific planning requirements. Furthermore the end 

user would also need to be aware of the shortcomings and current developments regarding the relevant 

analysis/modelling philosophies. 

2.2 Standardised Process 
There are a number of general steps to planning a large telecommunications network. According to the 

ITU-T 2 the planning of the network is initiated with a definition of the Service Scenarios. From this the 

Technical Requirements are ascertained. This step includes defining the use of technologies such as 

887, ATM or 8DH for example. Forecasting follows, entailing defining the distribution and amount of 

services expected currently and in the future. Once completed the Network Architecture, which 

describes the network in terms of network functions can be planned. The next steps show how the 

different systems can interact to carry out the network functions, these are the Network Structure and 

Node Planning steps. 

In order to plan a network these planning steps need to be addressed accurately, rapidly and repeatedly. 

Appreciating the complexity involved the use of a set of planning tools or aids is required which can be 

used to automate the process. The extent of the automation is dependent on a number of factors that will 

be discussed later in the document. It suffices to say at this stage that as far as the planning process is 

concerned it is essentially a trade-off between flexibility on the one hand and speed and accuracy on the 

other. 

The critical issues which needs to be addressed at a high level systems overview of the design process 

requirements are: 
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• The global focus of the analysis/modelling required, 

• Which of the six planning steps or set of steps are involved, 

• The planning functionality required for each identified step, and 

• The planning granularity required for each identified step. 

Furthermore it needs to be kept in mind that owing to the complexity and size of the typical 

telecommunications network, it is not possible to treat all aspects of the network simultaneously. The 

problem to be solved needs to be divided into a number of suitable sub-problems and these are to be 

treated iteratively in a certain order. Note that these sub-problems may span more than one planning 

step. For the solution of any of these sub-problems, it needs to be assumed that the rest of the network 

has been correctly optimised and/or dimensioned. Initially, of course, this will not be the case, and the 

necessary data will then have to be estimated. Subsequently, the results of the calculations performed in 

previous steps within an iteration, or in previous iterations, can be used. 

Typical operations or groups of operations required in each Planning step are described by the ITU-T2. 

These are listed below. The overall design process can also be focused on specific aspects of network 

planning as part of the global process e.g. backbone or access network planning. 

Recommended overall design process: 

Service Scenarios: 

• Service description in terms of business processes, 

Technical Requirements: 

• Technologies required for services, e.g. SS7, IP(MPOA, MPLS, LANE, RFC 1577), 

Forecasting: 

• Services mapped into Traffic classes (e.g. typical parameters are burstiness, and capacity), 

• Traffic matrix generation (e.g. Kruithof, Gravity model), 

Network Architecture: 

For overlay and integrated networks. Vendor independent. 

• High level aspects of fundamental technical plans: 

o Routing: cost algorithms, 

o Signalling: interworking functionality, 

o Numbering: hierarchy, translation, tunnelling, administration, 

o Charging: format, OA&M system integration, 

o Synchronisation: clocking fallback, sources, 
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o 	 Network Security: alternative routing on switching and transmission, 

• 	 Topology in terms of switch locations and transmission link dimensioning, bandwidth requirements 

modelled, routing concept, based on traffic matrix, virtual circuit and path design, 

• 	 Architecture level simulation, 

• 	 Evaluation by cost calculation, 

• 	 Optimisation(architecture), 

Network Structure: 

For overlay and integrated networks. Vendor dependent. 

• 	 Detail aspects of fundamental technical plans: 

o 	 Routing: cost parameters, routing table definitions, 

o 	 Signalling: signalling specific requirements e.g. PNNI, peer group definition, parameters for PGL 

selection, 

o 	 Numbering: ranges allowed, allocation procedures, 

o 	 Charging: data transfer, processing requirements, 

o 	 Synchronisation: connectivity requirements, delay, security, 

o 	 Network Security: user access restrictions, resilience, 

• 	 Network simulation or Analysis by measurement, 

• 	 Evaluation by cost calculation, 

• 	 Optimisation(network), 

Node Planning: 

Vendor dependent. 

• 	 Switch configuration, 

• 	 Port configuration, 

• 	 Card requirements, 

• 	 Power, 

• 	 Optimisation( switch), 
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2.3 Network Design Tools 

2.3.1 General 
Automating the overall network design process can be achieved for each of the planning steps, provided 

that the required processes and data are available. While the Service selection process and associated 

financial planning make up the critically important first step in the overall design of a network, this step will 

not be discussed with respect to design tool requirements as it is considered beyond the scope of this 

document. In this regard it suffices to say that a large collection of disciplines have contributed towards 

providing the service/financial planner with sophisticated decision-theory based design aids. Decision

theory draws upon the disciplines of financial analysis, probability theory, statistics, risk analysis, 

optimisation theory and game theory. It is also important to note that services are not only perceived as 

those which are provided as part of the business, but also those required for supporting the business. In 

this regard the first requirements of Network Management in support of the service offering is also 

identified. 

Concerning the Technical Requirements definition phase of the overall design process, this step is 

primarily concerned with selecting the appropriate technology for providing the services identified. While 

most of these issues are related to standards based user side and network side functionality, however. 

general issues such as network interworking. delay estimation or the influence of network applications 

such as Signalling. routing, charging. addressing and synchronisation on usable capacity. can be 

addressed using simulation models. Generally models used for these purposes are not intended as 

network dimensioning benchmarks. instead they serve merely to compare the abilities of different 

available technologies. 

In the Forecasting phase the estimated service requirement is quantified in terms of generic service 

parameters. Thus services are grouped into service groups on a geographical basis with point to point 

service demand matrices as the result. Mapping these services into network parameters such as load and 

capacity. and identifying the actual network routing utilised is only done in the next phases of the overall 

network design process. 

The Network Architecture, Network Structure and Network Node planning phases of the design process 

are closely linked. Often changes in the one will result in an affect on one or both of the others. This is 

essentially because these are the Technical implementation of the Service or Business abstraction of the 

network requirements. Modelling, whether for analytical or simUlation purposes requires the following 

three fundamental aspects to be addressed: 

• Modelling of random user demands for network resources, 

• Characterising network resources needed for processing demands and. 

• Estimating system performance based on output data generated by the simulation. 
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The first of these is more generally known as traffic modelling and ties in very closely with the 

Forecasting-planning step. It is closely linked to the second which aims to model the network resources 

required to provide the desired network functionality. Many network node models make use of traffic 

theory in order to model the manner in which the resource serves the input requests. For example, packet 

switches usually make use of queuing theory for modelling the buffers. On the next higher level, the 

resources are viewed from a network perspective. Here the nodes are interconnected via logical 

transmission links and algorithms are used to describe their interaction in terms of network functions such 

as routing, addressing, signalling and availability. In order to complete the planning cycle measurements 

of network performance need to be taken in a statistically meaningful manner so that the efficacy of the 

network design can be determined. 

Design tools for the three planning phases are often provided as part of a single design aid. It is however 

important to remember that the emphasis for the three steps differs. The architecture phase is concerned 

with the "shape" of the network, issues such as having a centralized or decentralized network, clustering 

of nodes for operations or the structure of the backbone are addressed. The Network structure phases 

will look at the node placement, link dimensioning and the influence of routing and signalling applications 

on the resulting topology. Algorithms such as the "greedy algorithm" are often used for a first pass 

topology definition with the subsequent application of optimization algorithms later. The effect of the 

routing, availability and signalling philosophy on the topology is also evaluated. Network Node planning 

including transmission detail planning is done after the above phases are completed. Here the exact 

hardware requirements are addressed for the first time. 
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2.3.2 Analytical Techniques 
Analytical techniques require a large number of assumptions and are often considered too restrictive for 

real world applications. However, they can be highly effective if used intelligently. The most commonly 

used application of analytical models is in the modelling of network traffic and network topology. 

2.3.2.1 Network Traffic Models 

Note that traffic models are frequently used as inputs for discrete-event simulation, as described in 


Section 2.3.3. 


With reference to Joung3 and Addie4 
, currently used traffic models are: 


• Queuing Models  Traffic is modelled as the arrival of discrete entities, for simple (single arrival) and 

compound (batch arrival) traffic, or work. Generic models exist to describe the nature of these 

arrival/work processes. These are Traffic Burstiness, Poisson, Bernoulli and Phase Type Renewal 

processes. The former methods all rely on independence between entities in the random arrival 

sequence. Models exist that introduce dependence in the random sequence. These are the so-called 

Markov Models. Two groups exist, nl. The Markov Renewal and Markov Modulated Process Models. 

• Fluid Traffic Models - Traffic is viewed as a stream of fluid, as opposed to individual traffic units. In 

the broadband context this approach is more effective, considering that in the queuing based 

paradigm a event would need to be generated for each cell. Depending on the size of the traffic units, 

the ideal is to model the source as discrete units and the transport as a flow. 

• Autoregressive Traffic Models - Generally used for modelling autocorrelated traffic. The next 

random variable in the sequence is modelled as an explicit function of the preceding random 

variables. Traffic Models include the Linear Autoregressive, Moving Average (MA), Autoregressive 

Moving Average (ARMA), Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) and Transform 

Expand Sample (TES) Models. 

• Self Similar Traffic Models - These models are used to describe phenomena which exhibits 

structural similarities over a wide range or all time scales. These models capture the inherent fractal 

nature of packet packetised traffic. A major implication of self-similar traffic on designing networks is 

that multiplexing self similar traffic streams may increase burstiness. Congestion characteristics also 

differ. With specific reference to broadband traffic modelling the following observations need to be 

made. Broadband traffic (specifically ethernet traffic) is self-similar in nature, sometimes referred to as 

Long Range Dependent (where the previous models are used to describe Short Term Dependent 

traffic). The MlPareto model is used to describe such traffic. This model is basically a Poisson 

process with Pareto distributed overlapping bursts. It is interesting to note that as the level of traffic 

aggregation increases, with a related increase in the number of independent sources, the traffic 

characteristics become increasingly similar to that of Gaussian traffic. This implies that the Central 

Limit Theorem would become applicable in cases of very high aggregation. ConSidering the growth in 
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broadband (ethernet) traffic this scenario could become reality in the foreseeable future. 

2.3.2.2 Network Topology Models 

One of the most common ways used to describe networks is through the use of graph theory, here 

a network is modelled as a graph consisting of nodes and links. Kershenbaum5 gives a 

comprehensive overview. Graph theory is a very powerful technique, which allows algorithms to be 

applied for finding trees (sets of hierarchically connected nodes) and paths (set of connected 

nodes) which are used to design and analyse networks. In this manner the Minimum Spanning 

Trees, for a particular network related cost function could be found. Algorithms used to determine 

such minimum spanning trees are the Greedy, Kruskals and Prims algorithm. Similarly the shortest 

paths (analogous to routing) can also be found using algorithms that minimise the cost function for 

the length of the path. Here the Dijkstra, Bellman and Floyd algorithms are used. Graph theory is 

also used to compute the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes. 

The Single commodity network flows problem, where it is required to find a desired set of link flows 

which connects a source to a destination node, without a link exceeding its capacity is very widely 

found in dynamic network routing calculations. Here the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm is employed. On 

a hierarchical planning level graph theory is widely used to design centralised and mesh networks, 

using a mix of the already mentioned algorithms as well as additional ones such as Esau-Williams, 

Sharma, Unified, Bin Packing, Mentor and Relaxation algorithms. 

2.3.3 Simulation Tools 

The most commonly used technique is discrete-event simulation. This is essentially an event driven 

execution of a sequence of events. In this regard simulators are generally used for simulating various 

network configurations and traffic loads, and obtaining statistics such as utilisation of network links and 

throughput rates of virtual circuits. It should be noted that simulator outputs are random variables in 

themselves, this implies that additional statistical evaluation of the output is required. Also the system 

response surface is often multi-dimensional, requiring careful selection of performance parameters. The 

simulator approach is less expensive than building, configuring and optimising a live network from 

scratch. Simulators can also be used as a protocol analysis tool to study the total system effect of a 

particular ATM network protocol. The simulator is designed in such a way that modules Simulating 

components of an ATM network can be easily changed, added, or deleted. 

Support for discrete event simulation techniques is generally provided. The network to be simulated 

logically consists of several components sending messages to one another. These are configured as 
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ATM host nodes, applications and physical links. To execute a simulation, the user creates a network 

consisting of any number of network switches and hosts interconnected by links of variable speeds. 

Virtual connections between any two hosts are manually established, and applications on hosts are 

selected and initiated. While a simulation is running, various instantaneous performance measures can 

be displayed in graphical/text form on the screen or saved to file for subsequent analysis. 

Owing to the large number of cell events that need to be simulated, the simulation of high-speed network 

switches and networks is a computationally demanding problem as compared to simulation of 

conventional packet-based networks. Trillions of events are often needed to simulate network traffic, 

protocols, routers and switches for network scenarios. A simulation of a large network scenario for just a 

few minutes of operation can take tens to hundreds of hours on the fastest workstations. Thus, access to 

high performance computing is essential. A considerable amount of research into the efficient "parallel" 

execution of such simulations on large parallel multiprocessor platforms is currently being undertaken. 

Attention is also being given to developing flexible hardware testbeds for simulation of high-speed 

networks. Key simulation components for hardware implementation are traffic generators, switching 

fabric, buffer management, traffic scheduling, congestion control mechanisms, and statistics recording. 

Also in this regard complimentary software tools are being developed for specifying the components of 

the underlying simulation model, such as the switch structure, traffic model, traffic scheduling algorithm, 

congestion control mechanisms, monitoring the simulation and collecting and reporting statistiCS. 

Rare event simulation is currently receiving widespread attention in high-speed network related research. 

One of the primary application areas is in OoS related issues such as cell loss. In order to obtain 

statistical confidence on a simulation is computationally costly. For example for a cell loss probability of 

10-12
, 1013 statistically independent cells need to be simulated. Two techniques used to deal with rare 

events in a telecommunications-networking context are importance sampling and the generalised 

extreme value theory. 

2.4 Design Tool Functionality Requirements 
The Design Tool or Tools intended to facilitate planning of a network need to be viewed from the overall 

design process as described in Section 2.2. To automate this process it is essentially required to build a 

set of linked models. These models have differing natures, from deterministic, through statistical to 

probabilistic. While the deterministic model is able to provide unique results with each set of inputs this is 

not the case for the statistical and probabilistic models. The validity of these is restricted to a range of 

values dependent on the assumptions made. It is very seldom that design tool vendors educate 

prospective users on the conditions under which these assumptions are valid. Furthermore the statistical 

and deterministic models differ in that while the probabilistic models claim a cause and effect relationship 

between variables, this is not the case for the statistical models. 
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When using the probabilistic models to design networks it is very important to remember that the popular 

models are very approximate and the simpler the models the more approximate they are. At best any 

derivation from these models should be seen as a first cut design. Depending on the requirements a more 

accurate model may be needed for a specific scenario with a specific set of input values. This will 

invariably require additional programming and data. Unfortunately most design aids aimed at a specific 

market do not permit the use of additional models to those already built into the design tool software. The 

end user is thus left with a weak link in the chain of the overall design process, one having no flexibility 

and limited functionality. 

Another very important point concerns the data used as input to the models. Considering that most 

models require some form of source model, the data used should reflect the actual user behavior at the 

source as far as possible. The point at which the data is collected from the network should therefore be 

carefully considered. The accuracy of the statistical and probabilistic models is dependent on the amount 

of data used as inputs. Remembering the stochastic nature of the variables to be modeled this will reduce 

the range of possible values per variable. Many design aids make use of a static data set entered by the 

end user, usually in the form of service or demand parameters. This data is then manipulated using 

simple models to yield a result. It must be stressed that the results from this approach are once again 

only valid, statistically, for the assumptions under which the models hold. Typically these models will 

assume some or all of the following: 

• The input traffic has infinite users, 

• Users do not attempt retries, 

• Traffic parameters are consistent with respect to time, 

• Holding times are static or an average is sued, 

• Users are independent of each other, 

• Traffic arrival is memoryless, 

• No filtering or concentration takes place, 

• Only a single call is made per interval, and, 

• That the network reaches a steady state of operation. 

In certain cases this may yield accurate results. However making assumptions about the nature of the 

network traffic, or network characteristics in general, without first having a reasonably good idea of their 

behaviour leaves no pOint of reference as to the accuracy of the models results. In this regard frequent 

snapshots, processed into statistically meaningful results, of the network from the network elements 

themselves may yield a far more accurate picture of the actual traffic and network characteristics. 
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2.5 Network management Integration 
A substantial part of the data requirements for the design aids or set of design aids will be for 

performance related data from the live network. As part of this supply of data, the network management 

system will need to be integrated with the planning process. Additional data not collected by the 

management system, as part of its management scope will need to be retrieved from the network element 

Management Information Base (MIB), see Section 3. The easiest way to accomplish this is by making use 

of the existing connectivity of the network management system. Additional data may be required that is 

not available from the network elements in MIB format. This will require additional integration to the 

network elements using a separate network from that performing the network management. 

2.6 Directory Enabled Network Integration 
With telecommunications networks becoming increasingly complex as the number of different network 

elements, each potentially supporting different set of protocols and services over (possibly) different 

media, a element-specific "stovepipe" of network management applications that can not interoperate with 

each other have resulted. In an attempt to improve and ultimately make these element-specific 

"stovepipes" interoperable the concept of using directories, either in a centralized or decentralized 

architecture, to store all the relevant network information is emerging. Existing directory services are 

however not scaleable, robust and secure enough to meet the requirements of a shift towards bandwidth

intensive and isochronous network applications is occurring. These new applications require that the 

devices that lie on a path through the network between source and sink be configured appropriately if 

they are to function properly. This configuration will be dynamic, taking place on demand when a 

particular user logs onto the network from any of a number of possible locations. A new paradigm is 

required for using directory services, once management information about the users, network devices, 

and services is available in a single, authoritative location will the directory information be useable. The 

directory must be transformed from a "dumb warehouse" to an authoritative, distributed, intelligent 

repository of information for services and applications. 

The DEN information modelS is an initiative driven by equipment vendors, independent software vendors 

and customers to define a rational, usable model for enhancing the usability and manageability of 

networks via integration with the directory service. The DEN information model specification defines an 

environment for directory-enabled networks and provides the basis for network equipment vendors, 

directory service providers, software developers, common carriers, and end users to develop 

interoperating components that will comprise future telecommunication networks. 

The DEN information model specification defines a standard schema for storing persistent state as well 

as an information model for describing the relationships among objects representing users, applications, 

network elements and network services. 
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Existing Network management protocols are used to talk to the network elements. The network schema 

extensions for the directory service are used to talk about network elements. Applications and users 

discover the existence of devices and relationships by querying the directory service. 

However, managing individual devices is not the only requirement. Network administrators also need to 

define and manage policies to control the network. These policies typically define what resources a given 

consumer can use in the context of a given application or service. As a result the DEN information model 

also addresses the policy aspects required. 

The Common Information Model (CIMf is an object-oriented conceptual model for the information 

required to manage many common aspects of complex computer systems defined by the Desktop 

Management Task Force (DMTF). DEN's representation of network services and policies extends the 

current version of CIM. 

The participants in the DEN open process intend to deliver an integrated network and directory 

specification consisting of abstractions of the six major network objects: Network Device, Network 

Protocol, Network Media, Network Service, Profile, and Policy, with additional subsidiary classes as 

needed. 

3. Network Management 
Recent years have seen a tremendous expansion in the area of network deployment due to the cost 

benefits and productivity gains created by network technology. This rapid expansion however bought with 

it associated growing pains due to the many different and incompatible network technologies. Day-to-day 

network operation management and strategic network growth planning became problem areas. Each new 

network technology required its own set of experts to operate and maintain the implemented network/so A 

generic network management philosophy was required. Network management includes the operations, 

administration, maintenance, and provisioning (OAM&P) functions required to monitor, interpret, and 

control a network and the services it provides. In the past network management was ad hoc and vendor

specific. Today, issues such as multivendor networks and equipment, the need to automate certain 

network management tasks, and the rapid integration of new technologies have driven the need to 

standardize telecommunications network management. Automated network management, including what 

is typically called network capacity planning, integrated across diverse environments, has become an 

urgent need. 

The requirement for standardizing network management has led to the standardizing of information 

models that store the relevant network management information. Two management frameworks have 
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resulted from this requirement. One has evolved from the Telecommunications Sector and the other from 

the Data networking sector running the Internet Protocol suite. Each have their own specific focus areas 

derived historically from the services they were required to indirectly manage. 

In the telecommunications environment, the TMN, TINA and ISO frameworks will be discussed. In the 

Data networking environment, the IETF, DMTF, Open Group, NMF, JIDM and Public Domain Distributed 

Management frameworks are discussed. 

Considering that the implementation and widespread acceptance of the DEN/CIM standards into the 

industry will take some time, and also that the historical differences between the Telecommunications and 

Data networking approaches will narrow over time it is worth giving a brief overview of the management 

frameworks in use today. 

3.1 Telecommunications Management Standards 
In 1977, the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) recognised the necessity for standards 

to enable the widespread use of communications networks and, as a result, established a subcommittee 

to initiate the standardisation process. Because of the complexity of the environment, they concluded that 

no single standard would be sufficient. Rather, they decided that the communication functions should be 

partitioned into more manageable components and organised as a communications architecture. This 

architecture would then form the framework for standardisation. 

The ISO standards and the CCITT (Now called the International Telecommunications Union

Telecommunications ITU-T) recommendations continue to be developed with close collaboration. The 

term OSI systems management actually refers to a collection of standards for network management that 

include a management service and protocol and the definition of a database and associated concepts. 

The first standard related to network management issued by the ISO was ISO 7498-48
, which specifies 

the management framework for the OSI seven-layer model. Subsequently, the ISO issued a set of 

standards and draft standards for network management. A subset of these standards, recommendation 

M.30109 provides the foundation for Telecommunications Management Network (TMN) applications. 

The TMN recommendations strive to leverage the OSI systems management standards and extend them 

into the telecommunications network management domain. As in OSI, the basic concept behind TMN is 

to provide an organized architecture and standardized interfaces, including protocols and messages, to 

achieve interconnection between various types of operations systems and telecommunications equipment 

for the purpose of exchanging management information. 

The OSI systems management standards fall into five categories: 

1. An OSI management framework and overview, which provides a general introduction to management 
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concepts, including the OSI seven-layer model, 

2. 	 The Common Management Information Service (CMIS), which provides OSI management services to 

management applications, and the Common Management Information Protocol (CMIP), which 

provides the information exchange capability to support CMIS, 

3. 	 Systems management functions, which define the specific functions performed by OSI systems 

management, including fault, configuration, accounting, performance, and security management, 

4. 	 A management information model, which defines the Management Information Base (MIB), a 

database containing information about the resources and elements within the OSI environment that 

need to be managed, 

5. 	 Layer management, which defines management information, services, and functions, related to 

specific OSI layers. 

3.1.1 TMN 
The TMN Network is a network that is parallel to the one being managed. It uses the ISO management 

model, which divides network management into five functional areas, configuration, performance, fault, 

accounting and security management. Generic aspects of the TMN functional areas are specified in the 

X.700 series of recommendations, which specify the OSI Systems Management Functions (SMF). 

ITU-T Recommendation M.30109 describes the TMN architecture. A TMN consists of the following 

functional blocks; Operation System Functions (OSF), WorkStation Functions (WSF), Mediation 

Functions (MF), 0 Adapter Functions (OAF), Directory Service Functions (DSF) and Network Element 

Functions (NEF). These functional blocks are interconnected by a number of standardised reference 

points. All functional blocks having a physical interface use a Message Communication Function (MCF) to 

exchange management information. The MCF provides functionality of layers 4-7 of the OSI reference 

model. 

A TMN uses a hierarchically distributed management paradigm. In this model management functionality is 

layered, offering increasing abstraction and encapsulation in higher layers. The functionality of each layer 

builds on the functionality of the layer below. The functionality of each layer is supported by one or more 

OSFs. Each OSF presents an information model to the OSFs superior to it in the hierarchy. At the lowest 

level of hierarchy, managed network elements contain resources of the finest granularity, representing 

aspects of the local system. At the higher levels, objects represent resources of higher abstraction that 

can be mapped onto lower level resources. The mapping between information models at adjacent levels 

is done through an Information Conversion Function (lCF) and forms part of the OSF functionality. In 

essence this layered architecture uses a recursive approach to decompose management activity into a 

series of nested functional domains. ITU-T recommendation M.30109 describes the following layers of 

management activity. The Network Element layer, at the lowest layer, followed by the Network 

Management, Service Management and Business Management layers. 
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OSFs use an object-oriented philosophy to store and retrieve information and a client server paradigm to 

communicate this information between them. Information is stored in a hierarchical manner, higher level 

layers abstract information contained by multiple objects in a lower level layer. Managed object classes 

are defined using Guidelines for the Definition of Managed Objects (GDMO) 10. GDMO is part of the OSI 

Common Management Information Protocol (CMIP) and also the guideline for defining network objects 

under TMN. The object definitions created using GDMO and related tools form a Management 

Information Sase (MIS). GDMO uses Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1)11 as the rules for syntax and 

attribute encoding when defining the objects. A managed object class has its state and relationship with 

other objects represented in its attributes, which can be accessed by GET and SET methods. The 

managed object class definition can have complex interfaces called actions and can specify notifications, 

which are emitted signal events associated with the object. Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1)1\ a 

data definition language is used to describe the syntax of management data exchanged between objects. 

Operations within and between TMN layers are required to use a set of standard interfaces called Q312 

interfaces for the exchange of management information. Q3 specifications use the Common Management 

Information Service Element (CMISE) protocol for management and the file transfer access and 

management (ftam) protocol for bulk transfer. A non-TMN function can be converted to a TMN function 

using a Q-adapter. 

The CCITT Recommendation X.701 13 provides an overview of the X.700 series of ITU-T 

Recommendations and how they relate to each other. It also defines the basic concepts of manager and 

agent, management operations on managed objects, protocol support and systems management 

functions. 

3.1.2 TINA 
The Telecommunications Information Networking Architecture (TINA) defines a common software 

architecture for multimedia and information services. TINA logically separates the high level applications 

and the physical infrastructure from the need to directly communicate with each other. This isolates the 

stable control and management aspects from the more dynamic technology and commercial service 

needs. TINA integrates all the control and management functions into a unified, logical software 

architecture. TINA is supported by a single Distributed Processing Environment (DPE) 14. This allows the 

control and management functions to be flexibly placed in the network. A number of clear separation 

pOints, called Reference POints, are defined. They are defined to specify conformance requirements for 

TINA products. 

The architecture is based on four principles; Object-oriented analysis, distribution, decoupling of software 
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components, and separation of concern. The purpose of these principles is to insure interoperability, 

portability and reusability of software components and independence from specific technologies. Object

oriented analysis captures the complexity of a system from different angles and breaks it down into a set 

of models. The distribution of service software components over different parts of the network 

accommodates traffic characteristics, network load or survivability, and specific customer demand. The 

Distributed Processing Environment (DPE) supports this distribution. Software components are 

decoupled from each other so that a change in one component due to a change in underlying technology 

(standards, languages, programs, materials, networks, etc.) would not affect other components. 

TINA provides for two major separations of concern. The first separation is between applications and the 

environment on which they run. The second is separation of applications into the service-specific part and 

the generic management and control part. Based on the defined separation principles, TINA is divided 

into the following (sub-) architectures; namely the Computing, Service and Network Architectures. 

The Computing Architecture15 defines modeling concepts and the DPE. The DPE resides in 

heterogeneous pieces of equipment, and, by hiding their distribution, makes them function as a single 

system for applications. The DPE is the environment that supports realization of applications described in 

the computational model. The DPE assures a certain number of distribution transparencies (e.g., location, 

access). Thus, computational objects for applications interact with each other via the DPE without the 

need to consider details of the native computing and communications environment (NCCE). The DPE 

services and facilities can be distributed over multiple nodes connected by the Kernel Transport Network 

(KTN). Both DPE nodes and kTNs are logical entities and can be implemented in a variety of ways. A 

DPE kernel is assumed to be present on all nodes that contain a DPE. The KTN is a virtual network that 

is logically different from the transport network. The TINA DPE is based on OMG technology such as 

CORBA. It extends OMG technology to provide for functions specific to telecommunications, such as 

stream communications, the composition of multiple interface objects (e.g., one interface object for usage 

and another for management) and notification service. The Object-Oriented and DPE modelling concepts 

are based on the Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP). RM-ODP is a standard 

for generic distributed systems. The computing architecture refines and extends the RM-ODP standard so 

that it is suitable for the design of telecommunication systems. 

The Service Architecture 16 defines a set of principles for providing services. It is based on the concept of 

a session. It is an important original concept of TINA. A session represents the information used by all 

processes involved in the provision of a service for a specified duration. The notion of session is further 

refined to allow for separation of access, service usage, and communications. Objects are separated into 

generic objects and service-specific objects. Several sessions are defined, corresponding to different 

types of activities. 
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The Network Architecture17 describes a generic, technology-independent model for setting up 

connections and managing telecommunication networks. It inherits concepts used in ITU-T and other 

standards bodies. It extends these concepts to integrate network control and management software for 

different network technologies. The Network Architecture has the following three layers: 

• 	 The Communication Session layer, which provides service-independent interfaces for the service 

components to manage end-to-end communication at an abstract level. 

• 	 The Connectivity Session layer abstracts all the different network technologies and provides 

technology-independent interfaces for the communication session layer to interconnect network-level 

termination points. It also handles interworking between different network technologies. 

• 	 The Network Layer is an abstract generalisation of each specific network technology. It deals with the 

set-up and management of connection within a specific network technology. 

TINA captures the complexity of a system using a number of models, similar to ODP viewpoints. The 

Information Model describes information-bearing entities, their relations to each other, and the constraints 

and rules governing their behaviour. The Computational Model describes computational objects and their 

relations. The Object Definition Language (ODL) has been developed to help define computational 

objects. It is an extension of Object Management Group's Interface Definition Language(lDL) which is 

specified within the OMG Client Object Request Brokered Architecture (CORBA) specification18
• 

Computational objects interact with each other to provide the application. The TINA computation 

modelling concepts define the rules of how computational objects interact with each other. Computational 

objects are the units of programming and encapsulation and interact with each other by sending and 

receiving information to and from interfaces. An object may provide many interfaces that may be of 

different types. There are two forms of interface: 

• 	 Operational interface - an interface that has defined operations that allow for functions of the offering 

(server) object to be invoked by other (client) objects. An operation may have arguments and may 

return results. An operation that returns results is called an interrogation while an operation that does 

not return a result is called an announcement. 

• 	 Stream interfaces - an interface without operations (Le. there is no concept of inpuVoutput 

parameters, requests, results, or notification). The establishment of a unidirectional stream between 

stream interfaces allows for the passing of other structured. The source of the flow is called the 

producer and the sink is called the consumer. 
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3.1.3 TINA & TMN 
Most telecommunication resources today are modelled using a GDMO 10 specified object, therefore these 

applications tend to be in the element management layer of the TMN. Higher up in the TMN hierarchy the 

need for greater distribution, reliability, database access and user interface access is more prevalent. 

TMN standards do not constrain the internal structure of applications and as a result several non

standard models exist. CORBA provides a highly scalable distributed object model that can be used to 

attempt to address these issues. Based on CORBA, TINA supports strongly the concepts of ODP (Open 

Distributed Processing) via its modelling techniques and viewpoints, and the use of a DPE (Distributed 

Processing Environment) for providing the generic facilities required by all software running in a 

distributed fashion. However, TINA is often criticised that its work on the Service Architecture is much 

more mature than that on the Management Architecture, and that the approach by TINA has been to 

assume that TMN functions and management services can be taken as a whole and incorporated into the 

TINA framework. 

Relevant TINA specifications have been enhanced to include Management Resource Configuration 

Management (RCM) in addition to Network Resource Configuration Management. RCM covers among 

others, the management of static topology and dynamic connectivity resources; which are both 

fundamental to the operation of TINA services. Pavlou and Griffin 19 propose a generic model for RCM 

which can be applied to Network, Computing, Servcie and Management resources in a TINA compliant 

system in order to relaise TMN-like management servcies in TINA. 

Other research into TMN services over TINA20 assume the generic computational interface and relevant 

methodology for representing and accessing resources are influenced from OSIrrMN design principles, 

but make use of the TINA ODP-based DPE. 

3.1.4 ISO 
The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) protocols are the result of the efforts of the International 

Organization for Standardization (ISO). The OSI framework defines a top to bottom approach to systems, 

with a layered approach. 

Network, system, and application management are addressed at the highest layer of the OSI framework, 

the application layer. The Common Management Information Protocol (CMIP)21 is implemented at the 

application layer. It is the main OSI protocol that has been defined for Network Management. CMIP is 

used with the Common Management Information Service (CMIS)22. CMIP was designed to build on the 

IETFs Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)22 by making up for SNMP's shortcomings and 

becoming a bigger, more detailed network manager. The basic design is similar to SNMP. Protocol Data 

Units (PDU) are used as variables to monitor a network. 
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3.2 Data Networking Management Standards 

3.2.1 IETF (Internet) 

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is the most widely deployed TCP/IP network management 


standard. SNMP was originally designed to be a temporary solution for TCP/IP networks in preparation 


for the transition to an OSI based framework was widely deployed. Two versions are available. SNMP 


V1 23 and SNMP V224. 


SNMPv1 is the original version of SNMP. The protocol specifies how to retrieve and set variables, 

addressed as objects in a Management Information Base (MIB). The well-known standard MIB is called 

MIB_225. It contains variables related to the TCP/IP protocol suite. An SNMP agent implements access to 

the MIB. It listens on a well-known UDP port for SNMP requests sent by a management station, retrieves 

the requested information out of the operating system, and returns a response. The main problem areas 

with SNMPv1 are security and reliable transport of management information. SNMPv1 is implemented on 

top of UDP, which does not guarantee delivery. 

SNMPv2 is a revised protocol, which includes improvements to SNMP in the areas of performance, 

security, confidentiality, and manager to manager communication. The protocol was carefully designed to 

transparently coexist with existing SNMPv1 installations. 

3.2.2 DMTF 

The Desktop Management Task Force (DMTF) originated as a consortium of PC hardware and software 

manufacturers including Intel, Microsoft, and IBM. The DMTF approached the problem of management 

from the perspective of the PC desktop and defined a framework called the Desktop Management 

Interface (DM1)26 and a high level specification for management information called the Management 

Information Format (MIF). These specify four main components, which implement the management 

function. The first component is the Management Information Format (MIF), a format for describing 

information. The next part of the DMTF framework is Component Interface (CI). The CI is the format used 

for data transfer. The function is transferred by the next part of the framework, the Management Interface 

(MI). The MI is the mechanism used for data transfer. Finally, the Service Layer (SL) is a set of services 

for facilitating communication. Component providers describe access to management information and 

enable a component to be managed by using the CI. The MI is used by applications that wish to manage 

components. The SL is an active, resident piece of code running on a computer system that mediates 

between components. The MI and CI perform services on behalf of each other. 
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3.2.3 Open Group (XOPEN, OSF, OMG) 

The XlOpen Systems Management-Management Protocols (XMP)27 API defines an application 

programming interface (API) for providing access to management information services which are 

abstracted in terms of notifications and operations on managed objects. It uses the systems management 

concepts defined by ISO. The interface provides access to the Internet Simple Network Management 

Protocol (SNMP) and the OSI Common Management Information Protocol (CMIP) to transfer information 

between systems. The XMP API is designed to be used and implemented with the associated XlOpen 

OSI-Abstract-Data Manipulation API (XOM)28 Issue 2. It also forms part of the Network Management 

Forum's OMNIPoint initiative. For those who use the XMP API to define or implement management 

information models, the associated GDMO (Guidelines for the Definition of Managed Objects) to XOM 

Translation Algorithm Specification complements the XMP API, by defining an automated way to develop 

Object Management format content-specific packages from ISO GDMO format. 

The XlOPEI\J OSI-Abstract-Data Manipulation API (XOM) document Issue 3 defines the application 

programming interfaces (APls) for management of Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) objects. Other 

APls specific to particular OSI services requires this interface. Currently, these include the APls to 

Directory Services (XDS), X.400 Electronic Mail (XMHS), and Systems Management Protocol (XMP). The 

'Issue 3' of the XOM CAE Specification includes revisions to align with the ISO OSI Object Management 

group of Standards, which in turn is based on the previous issue of this XOM Specification. All new 

implementation work by API providers should be based on XOM Issue 3. XOM is one of several 

specifications that XlOpen originally developed in collaboration with the XAPI Association. 

3.2.4 NMF 
The Network Management Forum (NMF) is a consortium composed of more than 120 companies. The 

NMF does not define standards instead it defines functional profiles of the ISO and ITU-T standards. The 

NMF does not have formal liaisons with any international standardisation body. The compromise of the 

NMF is to evolve their specifications as the international bodies evolve their recommendations or 

specifications. The specifications are grouped in sets of documents named OMNIPoints (Open 

Management Interoperability Points). 

The relevant contributions from NMF are centered on sets of documents called OMNIPoints. The 

OMNIPoint 129 is a set of standards, implementation specifications, testing methods and tools, and object 

libraries that make possible the development of interoperable management systems and applications. 

3.2.5 ..IIDM 
The Joint Inter-Domain Management (JIDM) working group is an activity jointly sponsored by XlOpen and 

the Network Management Forum (NMF). It addresses the need to provide tools that enable interworking 

between management systems based on different technologies, notably OSI and SNMP network 
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management and Object Management Group (OMG) CORBA-based management frameworks. In order 

to facilitate integration between these different management disciplines, it is necessary to provide 

interworking between the different technologies that are employed. In addition, this permits the 

introduction of technology from one domain into other domains, for example allowing OMG CORBA 

technology to be integrated into OSI and SNMP network management systems. 

3.3 Public Domain Distributed Management 
A number of public domain toolkits are available for distributed systems and network management 

development. These include OSI based Toolkits, SNMP Toolkits. Scotty and Webbin' CMIP. 

3.3.1 OSI Based Toolkits (ISODE, OSIMIS) 

The ISO Development Environment (ISODE) is a collection of library routines and programs that 


implement an extensive set of OSI upper-layer services. The ISODE implementation of the upper-layers 


of OSI provides tools for the development of OSI applications. supports both OSI and TCP/IP-based 


networks, provides a transition from the Internet suite of protocols and is openly available (non


proprietary). 


The ISODE contains four parts: 


• A set of application service elements 


• A collection of ASN.1 tools 


• Presentation and session services 


• Interfaces to transport and network layer realizations 


OSIMIS is a TMN platform designed to allow experimentation in the TMN environment and development 

of TMN system components. OSIMIS has been developed in a research environment and has been used 

in a number of collaborative projects sponsored by the European Union. 

3.3.2 SNMP Toolkits (CMU, UT-SNMP, UC-Davis) 

There are several public domain versions of the SNMP protocol available on the Internet. These include 


CMU. UT -SNMP and UC-Davis. 


The CMU agent and applications are all SNMPv1/SNMPv2c/SNMPv2u compatible. The SNMP version 


that the application will use is selected by inspecting the first character of the community string provided 


to the application. 


3.3.3 Scotty 
Scotty is a Tcl extension to build network management applications using Tel (and Tk). The scotty 

extension provides new Tcl commands to use the ICMP, Domain Name System (DNS), SNMP and 
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selected OSI based management functionality. The current distribution also includes the sources for 

Tkined, which is a network editor. 

3.3.4 Webbin' CMIP 
Webbin' CMIP is a research project, which aims to simplify access to network management information 

and resources. The Webbin' CMIP service layer is known as Liaison. Liaison establishes a bridge 

between the Internet and the world of network management. It allows users to browse CMIP and SNMP 

based agents using a Internet browser interface. 

3.4 Commercial Distributed Management 
The approach taken by most of the major vendors in the systems management market is to provide a 

framework for management. This framework will include all components necessary to implement a 

distributed heterogeneous management solution. The basic components are the same for all frameworks: 

a manager, an agent, and a protocol. The key differences are the platforms on which the manager 

function is implemented. Vendors usually try to limit the manager platform to their own main server 

platform. 

3.5 Network Management Application Development 
The main objective for standards being developed for managing telecommunications networks is to 

provide a framework for telecommunications management that promotes interoperability. By introducing 

the concept of generic network models for management, it is possible to perform general management of 

diverse equipment using generic information models and standard interfaces. 

The fundamental function within OSI systems management is the exchange of management information 

between two entities: the managing system (the manager or requestor) and the managed system (the 

agent or responder) by means of a protocol. CMIS provides the services, invokable by the management 

process to initiate management requests, and CMIP specifies the protocol data unit (PDU) and 

associated procedures for transmitting management requests and 

responses. 

OSI systems management relies heavily on the concepts of object-oriented design. A managed object 

class is a model or template for managed object instances that share similar characteristics. An OSI 

systems management managed object class is defined in terms of its attributes, operations that can be 

performed upon it, notifications that it may emit, and its relationships with other managed objects. 

Attributes hold the data values associated with a specific managed object instance and may have a 
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simple or complex structure. The data type for an attribute is defined using Abstract Syntax Notation One 

(ASN.1). The operations affiliated with a managed object class are closely associated with the CMIS 

services CREATE, DELETE, GET, SET, and ACTION. 

A managed object class can be defined for any resource that an organization wishes to monitor or 

control. A Single managed object class may represent a single network resource or a logical 

representation of many resources. An agent application provides a view of its associated managed object 

instances. Manager applications are able to access the managed object instance attribute values and 

manipulate managed object instances through the management interfaces published by each managed 

object class. The foundation of any network management system is a database containing information 

about the resources and elements being managed. In OSI systems management, this data base is called 

the Management Information Sase (MIS). The MIS is a structured collection of managed object instances, 

together with their attributes. The MIS is typically a multilevel hierarchy based on the managed object 

class containment relationships defined in the object model. 

The MIS hierarchy is constructed and traversed by using the object instances' distinguishing attributes. 

The general framework within which a MIS can be defined and constructed is referred to as the Structure 

of Management Information (SMI). SMI identifies the data types that can be used in the MIS and how 

resources within the MIS are represented and named. To encourage consistency between managed 

object definitions and to ensure the development of object definitions in a manner compatible with the OSI 

system management standards, the Guidelines for the Definition of Managed Objects (GDMO) (ISO/IEC 

10165-4, ITU-T Recommendation X.722) has been developed. This standard provides a formal 

specification language for defining the interface for an OSI managed object class and the semantics for 

documenting the attributes and operations (behaviors) associated with a managed object class. The 

specification also defines the relationships among managed object classes in the management domain. 

OSI application development falls into two major categories: manager development and agent 

development. Manager development involves the development of applications that issue management 

requests and process agent responses and notifications. Notifications are messages transmitted by agent 

applications when some trigger, such as a threshold or an error condition has been tripped. Manager 

application developers must complete the tasks of: 

• 	 Developing the user interface through which management requests can be initiated and the status of 

managed objects can be viewed 

• 	 Developing the underlying communications for issuing requests and processing responses and 

notifications. 

Agent development involves the development of the application that manages the managed object 

instance data, maintains its portion of the MIS, processes inbound management requests, and emits 
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notifications as necessary. Agent application developers must complete the tasks of: 

• 	 Defining (usually in GDMO) the managed object classes associated with the resources managed by 

the agent application 

• 	 Developing the underlying communications for processing management requests 

• 	 Monitoring managed resources and emitting notifications as appropriate. 

)(jOpen, an independent, worldwide, open systems organization, provides application programming 

interfaces (APls) to facilitate the development of OSI applications. A primary objective of )(jOpen is to 

promote the portability and interoperability of OSI applications at the source-code level. For OSI systems 

management application developers, )(jOpen provides the )(jOpen OSI Abstract Data Manipulation 

(XOM) APls and the )(jOpen Management Protocol (XMP) APls. 

XOM is a C-Ianguage interface specifically designed for use with application-specific APls that provide 

OSI services, such as X.400 and CMIS. The XOM API is a set of structured information objects and 

functions for accessing objects and shielding programmers from much of the complexities of manipulating 

the underlying ASN.1 data types. 

XMP provides the TMN application developer with a C-Ianguage interface to the underlying management 

services consistent with the CMIS/CMIP and the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). The 

XMP API is designed to be used and implemented with the XOM API. XOM objects serve as the 

parameters for the XMP management service functions. 

XMP functions use XOM objects as parameters to send the details of a manager's request via either a 

CMIP or an SNMP protocol stack. Manager applications initiate management requests and process 

responses returned from agent applications. 

XOM objects, defined as C structures, must be created and passed to these functions to transfer the 

details of the management request 

When developing agent applications using the XMPIXOM APls, the agent developer is responsible for 

creating functions to receive the request, determine the type of request (CREATE, GET, SET, ACTION, 

DELETE, etc.), validate the request, and process the request. In validating the request, the agent 

developer must determine, for example, if the request is for a valid object instance in the agent's 

management domain, or confirm that a SET request has been received on a modifiable attribute. A 

significant portion of the agent development task is in the implementation of request validation. The agent 

developer must also manage the application's representation of the containment tree, which is the in

process structure holding the representation of the managed objects and their associated attribute values. 

As management requests are received, the agent application must operate on the associated managed 

object representation in the agent's containment tree. 
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Scoping and filtering allow multiple managed objects to be selected and operated upon in servicing a 

single management request. After processing the request, the agent developer must prepare the 

response by constructing the associated XOM objects and then use the XMP API to issue the 

management response. The XMP API provides a collection of functions to support agent development. 

A scoped request operates recursively on an entire branch of the containment tree, starting at a 

designated base managed object. 

A filtered request deSignates criteria that managed objects must have to have a management operation 

performed. Filters are an optional facility that the agent can provide. 

As in the manager scenario, the data received by the agent will be in the form of an XOM object, and the 

agent application developer must prepare an XOM object to return to the manager application after 

servicing the manager's request. 

3.6 Summary 
Whife there are distinct differences between the essential information model structures of the OSI and 

IETF based groups of network management applications, there are also some striking similarities. Both 

have a different history and therefore focus, for example the connection oriented structure of the OSI 

based information models as opposed to the policy and service oriented structure of the IETF based 

information models. However both information models define generic/core models to capture and 

structure network information, which are then extended to describe network resources for a specific 

technology. As the Telecommunications and Data worlds converge, either new information models using 

object oriented structures based on the same root specifications or combinations of information model 

aspects, will evolve to serve the needs of the network management application environment. It is 

important to note that the information model required for network management as well as network 

planning purposses would need to store all data with respect to a specific network resource with linked 

associations. Also this information will need to be available from a single interface, using a single protocol 

or object method. 

Some research into extending the existing SNMP-based MIB structures to include Quality of Service 

(QoS) for managing networks has been completed. A good example where CORBA is used to manage 

distributed multimedia services using such a MIB is Won-Ki Hong3o
. Research is also being conducted 

into the integration of SNMP and CMIP based MIB's using the CORBA naming service specification, 

called COSNaming and the Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI), see Mazumdar31 
• 
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A GENERIC NETWORK PLANNING INTERFACE 

4. Specific Aspects of Generic Network Planning 

4.1 Information Requirements 
Considering the wide variety of Network Management standards, both ratified and de facto, it would be an 

extremely difficult. if not impossible task to integrate the management information from a large complex 

multi-vendor network to a single logical point where it could be used for planning purposes. Doshi32 gives 

a very good description of the complexity involved in creating planning tools in such a complex multi

vendor environment. A far more elegant solution would be a standardised information model for storing 

network information for the whole network, including all the required information for general management 

as well as network planning purposes. 

The issue however is whether such an information model should use a new structure for storing the 

information objects, or whether it should hold the relationships between objects already existing in a 

standardised or non-standardised format. Lin33 suggest an information model, which is organised 

according to fragments. Fragments are divided into network, managed element, connection, protocol, 

service, policy, user, software and functional area. Different objects capture the information relative to 

each fragment. This would however require a large complex network to redefine all the objects required 

for managing their existing network into the fragment groups. This solution would be suitable for new 

start-up operators or small enterprise networks only. The DEN information models on the other hand 

proposes that the existing management protocols and information schema be used to gather the available 

network information which is then placed into an information model for representing network element and 

service information and relationships. A common protocol, Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), 

is then used to retrieve and store information by accessing the information model through the directory. 

With reference to Figure 1, the generic requirements for a network design aid for a specific logical 

planning step (or set of steps) can be described as follows: 

• 	 Input from the previous planning step design aid, 

• 	 Output to the subsequent planning step design aid, 

• 	 Planning step n specific algorithms in the design aid which access databases specific to the planning 

step, as well as, 

• 	 Access to databases storing data for the overall design process. 

The generiC databases described in Figure 1 should ideally be the standardised information model 

described above. Whether this will practically realise through the use of DEN or some other future 

standard is considered to be beyond the scope of this document, but it is important to note some of the 

advantages of such an approach. 
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• 	 Policies for the configuration of new elements can use planned values for initial configuration, 

• 	 The performance or load monitoring of existing elements can prompt reconfiguration or expansion if 

regularly compared to planned values, this will especially be beneficial where the network requires a 

number of different configurations for each day, 

• 	 The network can be run to dynamically change according to planned values and therefore utilise 

existing resources optimally. 

• 	 Planning algorithms can be re-evaluated in order to prove their practical usefulness and limitations. 

• 	 All information for a specific element is stored in relation to the element and is therefore potentially 

accessible in a distributed environment without prior knowledge of its physical location. 

PI crni ng 	 Plcnning Plcnning----------1StEP n-l 	 StEPn StEP n+ 1 I 
i 	 i 

~ OJtp.JtInpJt 
StEP n+ 1StEP n-l 

I ~jrhm I 

EJ 

11 

EJ Gela"ic 
Ddc:tx:ses 

Figure 1. Design Aid for Network Design Planning Step n 

4.2 Data storage, presentation, validity and manipulation 
• 	 Data output by a planning step must be read accessible in a recognised information model schema, 

• 	 Data manipulation should only be executed by a planning step applicable design aid (if required as 

part of the functionality), and otherwise only from an overall planning process co-ordination function (if 

existent). 

• 	 The meaningfulness of data needs to be ensured by some form of statistical function. inherent in 

each planning step design aid. 

• 	 A housekeeping function. allowing archiving. deletion, and editing needs to be available for each 

planning step design aid, and if existent for an overall planning process co-ordination function. 
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• 	 The algorithms used must be part of a modular design, this implies that algorithms are clearly 

linked to a planning step, with visible inputs, outputs and processes. 

• 	 Algorithms must not be part of the imbedded network element software, or the information model. 

• 	 Algorithms should access the required network information as part of a distributed environment. 

4.3 Interoperability 
As described in Figure 1, design aids for a specific planning step will need to read data from and output 

data to other design aids implementing the required planning steps. This data interchange should be in a 

recognised information model schema. 

4.4 Scalability 
The design aid should be capable of scaling as the available memory and processor-capabilities of the 

platform on which it is executed is extended. The design aid should not be restricted in scalability through 

its underlying operating system software architecture. 

4.5 Portability 
The type of the underlying operating system or language in which it is written should not restrict the 

design aid support. The planning functionality of the design aid should be identical across different 

operating systems and software language implementations. 

4.6 Network Parameter Abstraction 
Network parameter abstraction is the way in which a given network parameter is presented on a higher 

layer of understanding. For example network utilisation could be a network parameter, it however consists 

of a number of physical layer network parameters which are algorithmically related. Given that the overall 

network design process spans different layers of abstraction, it is important that the meaning of 

abstracted parameters is retained and used consequently. So for example a node in the architecture 

phase may have a given capacity, this capacity however does not directly relate to the capacity of the 

node calculated in the node structure-planning step. Furthermore, assuming that more than one design 

aid is utilised in the overall design process, it is even more important to ensure that abstracted network 

parameters retain their meaning throughout the process. 
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4.7 Static vs. Dynamic Network Planning 
Unless only a single first pass calculation is required, the number of iterations performed will influence the 

accuracy of the planning process (and all the component steps). In order to be able to ascertain the 

accuracy of the algorithms employed and the assumptions on which they are based a closed loop 

process needs to be employed. This means that the network performance measurement, planning 

process and reconfiguration of the network need to be in a closed loop. Furthermore for dynamic network 

planning, where the network can be optimally adapted rapidly to changes in the operating environment 

due to resource outages or different service requirements requires a closed loop process. This is because 

the number of variables need to be restricted as far as possible, and those due to low accuracy of an 

open planning process will make the possible solutions set too large. 

4.8 Major Applications 
• Network Parameter Forecasting, 

• Network Topology Optimisation, 

• Network Topology Migration, 

• Network Scenario Analysis, 

• Capacity Planning. 
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5. The Requirement for a Generic Network Planning Interface 

5.1 Definition of Requirements 
As described in the previous section, the planning algorithms which are required to construct a design aid 

for a specific planning step, or an application containing algorithms which are used for providing all the 

planning steps in the planning process, need to have access to the available network information. The 

exact information structure required by such a design aid or application should ideally not be constrained 

by that available from the management system or directory services employed. In essence the network 

information available to the design aid or application should be abstracted into an Object-oriented 

schema. Furthermore the operating system and software employed to support the design aid or 

application should not restrict the access of the available network information. 

~lanning AlgOrith~ 
ti:~'" 

Standard Class Method 
';~;:aV 

Generic Network 
Planning I~terface I 

,,;;r'>~;~,-

Existing Network Management»Pfotocols LDAP 

Standardised Information 
Model Direct:~ervices I 

I 

h>_"'>'" {': 

e1'WUTK ManagegJerit Protocols 
A,,,/,' 

Figure 2. Network Planning Environment 

Figure 2 above captures the functional placement of the proposed Generic Network Planning Interface34
. 

The Generic Planning Interface would ideally connect to any existing Network Management System 

(NMS) Protocol via either the DEN directory service using LDAP, or via a standardised Information Model, 

as discussed in the previous section. If these abstraction layers are not available this will require that the 

NMS must have the necessary MIB structures and/or CMIP/SNMP Manager/Agent processes to store 

and retrieve the relevant network information. Current standards, as described in Section 3, do not 
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support the level of detail required for collecting adequate network performance statistics and as yet have 

no data structures defined for Planning information. However for the purposes of this document it is 

assumed that some form of information model exists which will provide the required planning information 

to the Generic Network Planning Interface. 

With reference to Figure 3 below, in order for the planning process to form a closed loop the planning 

Algorithms within a Planning Client will typically calculate optimal network configuration parameters using 

the network performance information gathered from the network via the Information Model. The optimal 

network configuration parameters are ideally passed back to the appropriate NMS (via the information 

abstraction layers) for display and evaluation purposes. For example on a link between two network-

PIOlning Oients 

a>TIMISE Generic 
Net.M:::rk 
Plmning 
Interfa:e 

RECONFIGURE 

EVALUATE 

Figure 3. Closed Loop Planning Process 

nodes, the present load and capacity, as well as the optimal capacity and calculated load may be 

indicated simultaneously. The optimal network configuration parameters can then also be evaluated 

within from the NMS (via the separately indicated functionality). The network can then be reconfigured, 

either manually or automatically via DEN using Policy Enabled Networking. In this manner the loop is 

closed while allowing the planning functions to reside outside the NMS. 
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5.2 Concept Evaluation Environment 
For the purposes of practically evaluating the concepts described for a Generic Network Planning 

Interface a number of assumptions are made in order to simplify and reduce the evaluation criteria. The 

most important of these is that the evaluation environment will use a standard database for representing 

the information model, this is easier to implement and considering that this document aims to describe a 

planning interface as opposed to a standardised information model is more appropriate. In practice the 

DEN directory service LDAP or other standard protocol could replace the Sequential Query Logic (SQL) 

protocol used in the evaluation. 

Figure 4 below represents the architecture for the Generic Network Planning Interface as it is to be 

implemented in the concept evaluation environment. The Generic Network Planning Interface will use a 

simple object schema to represent network information. These objects will be accessible from the 

Planning Clients which implement the planning algorithms, as well as to the processes required to 

instantiate and update these objects based on the information contained within the Network and Topology 

Database (representing the Information Model). 
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Figure 4 Concept Evaluation Environment 
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IMPLEMENTATION 

6. A Generic Network Planning Interface using Java and CORBA 
A Generic Network Planning Interface is developed which will allow multiple logically abstracted views, 

dependent on parameters selected, of a network. These abstracted logical network views will be 

accessible from a platform independent client. The serverls where the abstracted network views are kept 

will be accessible in a platform independent, language independent distributed networking environment. 

6.1 General Assumptions 
• 	 Java is used for writing the application code. This is in order to provide platform independence as well 

as to enable the applications to be easily convertible to WEB Browser format. 

• 	 CORBA is used to provide a platform independent distributed environment. This enables a platform 

independent standardized methodology to be used for both the development and implementation 

process. 

• 	 The multiple logically abstracted network views are modelled in such a manner that it is both simple 

but extensible. The network complexity is kept to a minimum in order to allow maximum vertical 

development of the Interface process. 

In order to keep the process simple and structured a generic Network class is first developed using Node 

and Link class definitions. Subsequent to this, the Network class developed is used as a basis for defining 

the Interface for a generic distributed Network object. 

6.2 Defining a Network class In Java 
The following assumptions are made regarding the development of a system supporting distributed 

Network objects for the Generic Network Planning Interface: 

• 	 The abstracted network views are each modeled as separate Network objects. 

• 	 Each Network object consists of a single or multiple nodes 

• 	 Each Network object consists of zero or multiple links between nodes. 

• 	 For the sake of simplicity, links and nodes are not associated directly with each other. 

• 	 Nodes and links are generic, no specialization of the nodes and links is developed during the 

software process, however this can easily be incorporated at a later date by using Inheritance. 

• 	 Nodes are modeled as having three parameters, namely node name, an existing value and a planned 

value. The existing and planned values are designated as java type float. The values can have any 

meaning in a network sense, in order to stay with the generic concept. For example, whether the 

actual value refers to the traffic load on a node processor in Erlang or in packets per second is 

immaterial. 
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• 	 Links are modeled as having five parameters, namely link name, originating node, terminating node, 

existing value and planned value. Originating and terminating nodes use the node names of 

previously defined nodes. 

• 	 A Network object must support the capability to provide node and link creation, deletion and editing. 

• 	 A Network object must support the capability to extract a list of network nodes. 

• 	 A Network object must support the capability to extraction a list of network links. 

• 	 A Network object must support the capability to extraction a list of network links for a given node. 

The static class diagram as defined by the Unified Modeling Langauge (UML) for the resulting Node, Link 

and Network classes is given below, followed by a detailed listing of each class definition in Java. 

Link 

'NOde 
-linkname : String 

nodenam. : String 
-o'ignode : String 
-Iermnode : SIring 

-exislingvalue : Iloal -existingvalue : lIoat 
-plannedvalue : float -plannedvalue : float 
+gatNodedataO : float[J +geIUnkNodenames() : Slring[j 
,+ediINodedata(existingvalua : Iloal, plannedvalue : II al) +editiinkNodenames(orignode : SIring, lermnode : Sl,i 
:+geINodenamejl : SIring +gellinkValues() : 1I0al[j 

Ln 
+editlinkValues(existingvalue : floal, plannedvalue : II 
+getlinkname() : String 

1. .1 

1..n O"n 

Network 

-nelworkname : SIring 
Nodes: Vector 

-links: Veclor 

+crealeNode(nodename : SIring, exislingvalue : floal, plannedvalue : floal) : Node 
+deleteNode(nodename : SIring) 
+lisINodes() : Slring[J 
+geINode(nodename : Siring) : iloal!] 
+ediINode(nodename : SIring, existingvalu. : Iloal, plannedvalue : fioal) 
+connecINodes(linkname : String, orignode : String, termnode : Siring, exislingYalue : lIoal, plannedvalue : floal : link 
+gatLinklisl{) : String[J 
+gellink(linkname : String) : String[] 
+getUnks(lor_nodename : Siring) : String[] 

deletelink(tinkname : String) 
+editLink(linkname : String, orignode : String, termnode : String, existingvalue : float, plannedvalue : float) 
+getNetworkname() : String 

Figure 5 - UML static class diagram for the generic Network class 
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public class Node { 

String nodename; float existingvalue, plannedvalue; 

public Node(String n, float e, float p) { 


nodename = n; existingvalue = e; plannedvalue = Pi } 


public float[l getNodedata() { 


float[] nodedata = new float(2]; nodedata[O] = existingvalue; 


nodedata[l] = plannedvalue; return nodedata; } 


public void editNodedata(float e, float p) { 


existingvalue = e; plannedvalue = p; } 


public String getNodename() { return nodename; } 


} 


public class Link { 

String linkname, orignode, termnode; 

float existingvalue, plannedvalue; 

public Link (String n, String 0, String t, float e, float p) { 


linkname • n; orignode = 0; termnode = t; 

existingvalue = e; plannedvalue = p; } 


public String[] getlinkNodenames() { 


String[] linknodenames = new String[2]; linknodenames[O] = orignode; 


linknodenames[l] = termnode; return linknodenames; } 


public void editlinkNodenames(String 0, String t) { 


orignode = 0; termnode = t; } 


public float[] getlinkValues() { 


float[] linkvalues = new float[2]; linkvalues[O] = existingvalue; 


linkvalues[l] = plannedvaluei return linkvalues; } 


public void editlinkValues(float e, float p) { 


existingvalue = e; plannedvalue = p; } 


public String getLinkname() { return linkname; } 


} 


The above definitions for network nodes and links are used to define a Network class in Java. Network 

class methods are highlighted. 
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class Network { 

Vector Nodes = new Vector(); Vector Links = new Vector(); 

String networkname; 

Network(String s) { networkname = s; } 

void createNode(String n, float f, float p) { 


Nodes.addElement(new Node(n,f,p»; } 


void deleteNode(String n) { 


String deleteString; 


for (int i=O; i<Nodes.size(); i++) { 


deleteString = {(Node)Nodes.elementAt(i».getNodename(); 

if (deleteString.equals(n» { Nodes.removeElementAt(i); 

break;} } } 

String[] listNodes() { 


String Nodelist[] = new String [Nodes.size()]; 


for (int i-OJ i<Nodes.size(); i++) { 


Nodelist[i]=«Node)Nodes.elementAt(i».getNodename(); 

} return Nodelist; } 

float[] getNode(String n) { 


String nodeName; float[] nodeData = new float[2]; 


for (int i=O, i<Nodes.size(); i++) { 


nodeName - «Node)Nodes.elementAt(i».getNodename(), 

if (nodeName.equals(n» { 


nodeData = «Node)Nodes.elementAt(i». 


getNodedata(); break;} } return nodeData; } 


void editNode(String n, float e, float p) { 


String nodeName; 


for (int i=O; i<Nodes.size(); i++) { 


nodeName = «Node)Nodes.elementAt(i».getNodename(); 

if (nodeName.equals(n» { 

«Node)Nodes.elementAt(i».editNodedata(e,p); break; } } } 

void connectNodes(String n,String o,String t, float e, float p) { 

Links.addElement(new Link(n,o,t,e,p»; } 

String[] getLinklist() { 


String Linklist[] = new String [Links.size()]; 
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for (int i=O; i<Links.size(); i++) { 


Linklist[i] = «Link)Links.elementAt(i».getLinkname(); } 


return Linklist; } 


String[] getLink(String 1) { 

String linkinfoString; 

String LinkXnfo[] = new String[4]; 

String[] linknodenames = new String[2]; 

float[] linkvalues = new float[2]; 

for (int i=O; i<Links.size(); i++) ( 

linkinfoString = «Link)Links.elementAt(i».getLinkname(); 

if (linkinfoString.equals(l» ( 

linknodenames = «Link)Links.elementAt(i».getlinkNodenames(); 

linkvalues = «Link)Links.elementAt(i».getlinkValues(); 

for (int j=O; j<2; j++) ( 

LinkXnfo[j] == linknodenames[j]; 


Float conv = new Float(linkvalues[j]); 


LinkXnfo[j+2] = conv.toString(); } 


break; } } return LinkXnfo; } 

String[] getLinks(String m) ( 

String matchName1, matchName2; 

Vector Collect_links = new Vector(); 

String[] linknodenames = new String[2]; 

float[] linkvalues = new float[2]; 

for (int i=O; i<Links.size(); i++) { 

linknodenames = «Link)Links.elementAt(i».getlinkNodenames(); 

matchName1 == linknodenames [0]; matchName2 = linknodenames [1]; 

if «matchName1.equals(m» I I (matchName2.equals{m») ( 

linkvalues = «Link)Links.elementAt(i».getlinkValues{); 


Collect_links.addElement(linknodenames[O]); 


Collect_links.addElement(linknodenames[l]); 


for tint j=O; j<2; j++) ( 


Float conv = new Float(linkvalues[j]); 

Collect_links.addElement(conv.toString{»; } } } 


String Node_links[] = new String[Collect_links.size()]; 


for (int i=O; i<Collect_links.size(); i++) ( 


Node_links[i] = (String)Collect_links.elementAt(i); ) 


return Node_links; } 


void deleteLink(String n) { 

String deleteString; 

for (int i=O; i<Links.size(); i++) { 
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deleteString = «Link)Links.elementAt(i».getLinkname(); 


if (deleteString.equals(n» ( 


Links.removeElementAt(i); break;} } } 


void editLink(String n, String 0, String t, float e, float p) { 

String editString; 

for (int i=O; i<Links.size(); i++) { 

editString = «Link)Links.elementAt(i».getLinkname(); 

if (editString.equals(n» { 

«Link)Links.elementAt(i».editlinkNodenames(o,t); 

«Link)Links.elementAt(i».editlinkValues(e,p); break;} } } 

String getNetworkname() { return networkname; } 

} 

6.3 Defining a CORBA Network interface 
The defined Network class essentially describes all the required functionality for manipulating a generic 

Network object. In order to create a distributed, object-oriented software system the Network objects must 

be accessible through clearly defined high-level interfaces. In addition the manner in which the objects 

are to be accessed must be programming language and operating system independent. The Object 

Management Group's Common Object Request Broker Architecture (OMG CORBA) specification defines 

the functionality of an Object Request Broker (ORB) which allows the creation of systems using 

distributed objects through such interfaces. 

The OMG CORBA 18 specification defines the following: 


An object is an identifiable, encapsulated entity that provides one or more services that can be requested 


by a client. 


An interface is a description of a set of possible operations that a client may request of an object. 


[oneway}<op_type_spec><identifier>(param1, ... ,paramL)[raises(except1, ... ,exceptN)}[context(name1, ... , 

nameM)}. 

The development of the Generic Network Planning Interface uses the lona OrbixWeb implementation of 

CORBA (hereafter referred to as OrbixWeb) to build a distributed application using the CORBA standard 

framework for inter-Network-object communication. OrbixWeb implements the OMG CORBA specification 

in the Java programming language. Orbix define an object as the components of a distributed system, 

which have clearly defined interfaces and can be accessed from any node in the distributed system. Each 

object is associated with a server, which manages a set of objects with the same or different interfaces. 

Clients communicate with the objects associated with a server via the server. 
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OrbixWeb implements the definition of an object interface through the standardized Interface Definition 

Language (IDL) as defined by the OMG. The details of the IDL language and the mapping thereof to Java 

will not be covered in this document. Specific issues relevant to this implementation of CORBA will be 

addressed. Further information can be obtained from the documents referenced in the Bibliography. 

Interfaces to objects can be defined in two ways, either statically through OMG IDL, or dynamically by 

adding the interfaces to an Interface Repository service. The Interface Repository is a service that 

provides persistent objects that represent the IDL information in a form available at runtime. 

A Java class needs to be utilized in order to implement each IDL interface definition. Each of the methods 

that correspond to IDL operations and attributes must be implemented in such a Java class. The IDL 

definition required for defining the Network object interface that will be able to provide the abstracted 

logical network views as discussed in the Generic Network Planning Interface requirements, are based on 

the Network class defined in the previous section. The IDL interface definition describes the functions that 

the Network objects will need to support in the distributed application required to implement the Generic 

Network Planning Tool. 

The Generic Network Planning Interface defined below in essence exists between the network 

information, resident within the Network objects and the network planning tools, part of the client 

application. The interface is generic because of the operating and programming language independence 

and the distributed nature that allows objects to be accessed by proxy independent of their location. 

In order to define the IDL interface by re-using the Network class definition attributes from the previous 

section, sequence types are used to define an unbounded array of float and String types. The IDL Array 

type is not appropriate because it requires a pre-defined size. An IDL sequence is a dynamically sizeable 

array of values. The listing for the IDL definition of a Network object interface is given below. 

typedef sequence<string> stringSeq; typedef sequence<float> floatSeq; 

interface Network { 

void createNode(in string nodename, in float exnodevalue, in float 

plnodevalue) ; 

void deleteNode(in string nodename); 

void listNodes(out stringSeq nodelist); 

void getNode(in string nodename, out floatSeq nodevalues); 

void editNode(in string nodename, in float exnodevalue, in float 

plnodevalue); 

void connectNodes(in string linkname, in string orignode, 

in string termnode, in float exlinkvalue, in float 
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pllinkvalue); 

void getLinklist(out stringSeq linklist); 

void getLink{in string linkname, out stringSeq linkvalues); 

void getLinks{in string nodename, out stringSeq nodelinkvalues); 

void deleteLink{in string linkname); 

void editLink{in string linkname, in string orignode, 

in string termnode, in float exlinkvalue, in float 

pllinkvalue) ; 

void getNetworkname(out string networkname); 

}; 

The IDL specification is compiled by the IONA OrbixWeb implementation of CORBA. The compiler 

generates a number of Java constructs that are required for the Server and Client implementation of the 

IDL interface specification. These include the CORBA defined files as well as a number of OrbixWeb 

specific classes. The generated files which are in package Plan_IF are listed below. 

_NetworklmpIBase.java 

_NetworkOperations.java 

_NetworkSkeleton.java 

_NetworkStub.java 

_tie_Network.java 

floatSeqHelper.java 

f/oatSeqHolder.java 

Network.java 

NetworkHolder.java 

NetworkHelper .java 

StringSeqHelper.java 

StringSeqHolder.java 

Table 1 - OrbixWeb generated IDL compilation files 

The ORB is responsible for all of the mechanisms required to find the Network object implementation for a 

request from a client, to prepare the Network object implementation to receive the request, and to 

communicate the data making up the request. To make a request a client can use the Dynamic 

Invocation interface or an OMG IDL stub. The client can also interact with the ORB for some functions. In 

this implementation the OrbixWeb compiler generates an OMG IDL stub which is then utilized by the 

client. (file _NetworkStub.java in Table 1). 

The Network object implementation receives a request as an up-call either through the OMG IDL 

generated skeleton or through a dynamic skeleton. In this implementation the OrbixWeb compiler 
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generates an OMG IDL skeleton which is then utilized by a server. (file _NetworkSkeleton.java in Table 

1). 

The client performs a request by having access to an Object Reference for an object and by knowing the 

type of the object and the desired operation to be performed. The ORB locates the appropriate code, 

transmits parameters and transfers control to the Network object implementation through an IDL skeleton. 

The Network object implementation may obtain some services from the ORB through the Object Adapter, 

which allows Object Implementations to access the ORB services. 

Interface Helper classes are generated to enable IDL type to be manipulated. They also include static 

methods to return object references for a given Object as well as methods to create a proxy (or client side 

representative) for an Object Implementation of the IDL interface. The OrbixWeb implementation includes 

features which are implementation specific for creation of proxy objects. (bin dO ... add in here if used 

later on). (files NetworkHelper.java, StringSeqHelper.java and floatSeqHelper.java in Table 1). 

Holder classes simulate passing by reference. IDL inout and out parameters in the IDL to Java mapping 

are mapped to Holder classes. This is because inout and out parameters have to be passed by reference, 

instead of value. Java does not support passing by reference, therefore this is simulated by mapping to 

Holder classes. (files NetworkHolder.java, StringSeqHolder.java and floatSeqHolder.java in Table 1). 

6.4 Implementing the IDL interface. 

6.4.1 Server Implementation 

6.4.1.1 General 
OrbixWeb supports two approaches for implementing IDL interfaces in Java so that a server for the object 

implementation can be created. These are the BOAlmpl and TIE approaches, the TIE approach being 

specific to OrbixWeb. The IDL compiler generates a Java interface that defines the minimum set of 

methods required to implement the IDL interface. In both approaches the end result is a programmers 

Java implementation class which needs to fully implement methods corresponding to the attributes and 

operations of the IDL interface. The relationship between the Java interface and programmers Java 

implementation class is dependent on which of the two methods of approach are used. 

6.4.1.2 BOAlmpl 
The IDL compiler generates an abstract Java class from each IDL interface definition. The BOAlmpl-class 

LNetworklmpIBase.java) implements the IDL generated Operations interface. To implement an IDL 

interface using the BOAlmpl approach a programmer creates a Java class that extends the 
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corresponding BOAlmpf-class and implements the abstract methods. This method is often also referred to 

as the inheritance approach. 

6.4.1.3 TIE 
The compiler generates a non-abstact Java class from each IDL interface definition Ltie_Network.java). 

The TIE-class does not implement the Java Operations interface. A programmer's Java implementation 

class must directly implement the Operations interface LNetworkOperations.java), but the 

implementation class is not required to inherit from any other Java class. The server application will be 

required to instantiate one or more of the implementation class objects. For each implementation object 

the server will also need to instantiate an object of the TIE-class, passing the implementation object as a 

parameter to the TIE constructor. This method is often referred to as the delegation approach. The 

implementation class defines the interface for the Network objects but delegates the implementation 

thereof to the TIE class. 

6.4.1.4 Comparison 
The BOAlmpl approach requires the implementation class to extend a generated base class, while the 

TIE approach requires only the implementation of a Java interface. The TIE approach requires the 

creation of an additional object for each implementation object instantiated by the server. Because Java 

does not support multiple inheritance, the inheritance requirement imposed by the BOAlmpl approach 

limits the flexibility of the implementation classes and eliminates the possibility of re-using existing 

implementations when implementing derived interfaces. The TIE approach does not suffer from this 

restriction and in order to ensure extensibility the TIE approach is used for the development of the 

Generic Network Planning Interface. 

6.4.1.5 The Networklmplementation Class 
A new Implementation class, Networklmplementation.java is developed which essentially defines the IDL 

specified Network interface (Generic Network Planning Interface) in CORBA ready format. The listing for 

the Networklmplementation class is given below. Networklmplementation.java is placed in package 

Plan_IF. 

The class definition is similar to that given for class Network in section 6.2 above, with the following 

general exceptions: 

• IDL compiler generated OrbixWeb and OMG.CORBA classes are imported, 

package Plan_~F; 

import org.omg.CORBA.SystemException; 

import org.omg.CORBA.ORB; 
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import IE.Iona.OrbiXWeb._CORBAi 


import IE.Iona.Orbixweb._Orbixwebi 


import java.util.·; import Link; import Node; 


• 	 Class Networklmplementation implements _NetworkOperations, 

• 	 All methods are declared public, 

• 	 Holder classes StringSeqHolder and floatSeqHolder are used. The methods which use holder classes 

are those which specify return parameters, as discussed under Section 6.3 above. For example, the 

listNodes method using holder class stringSeqHolder is defined as follows: 

public void listNodes(Plan_IF.stringSeqHolder nodelist) ( 


String listnodestring[] = new String [m_Nodes.size()]; 


for (int i=O; i<m_Nodes.size(); i++) { 


listnodestring[i]=«Node)m_Nodes.elementAt(i».getNodename(); ) 


nodelist.value = listnodestring; ) 


6.4.1.6 Server Requirements 
The Server will read the information required to instantiate a Network object from a database using a 

standard Sal interface. The Server will publish all the Network objects available through the CORBA 

Naming Service in order to make the Network objects available to clients. The server will update the 

Network object node and link existing information at regular intervals from the database and will also 

update the information in the database at regular intervals with the calculated planned values held within 

the Network objects. 

6.4.2 Client Implementation 

6.4.2.1 General 
In order to allow clients to have proxy functionality for a specified IDl interface type, the OrbixWeb IDl 

compiler generates two Java types for each IDl interface definition, namely a Java interface type 

(Network.java) and a Java class which implements the Java interface CNetworkStub.java). 

Network.java derives (inherits) from the OrbixWeb interface that defines the developers view of 

functionality common to all OrbixWeb objects. _NetworkStub.java derives from the OrbixWeb base-class 

which implements the OrbixWeb interface described above. This Java interface defines the client view of 

the IDl interface defined in Network.idl. _NetworkStub.java also has static methods to create a proxy for 

Network objects which implement the IDl interfaces. A client wishing to use a IDl interface 
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implementation will call the static bindO method on _NetworkStub.java. This call on bindO returns a proxy 

object which can be accessed via the methods defined in the Java interface. 

6.4.2.2 Client Requirements 
The client will access the CORBA Naming Service in order to get a list of Network objects available. The 

Network object values (existing values) for nodes and links will be read, used for performing calculations 

and then the calculated values (planned values) will be passed back to the Network object. 

6.S Developing the Server 
Due to the fact that far fewer changes will be made to the number of networks as opposed to their 

respective topologies, the server function is broken into two parts. The OWPTServer and OWPTUpdate 

server applications. The two server applications are intended to do the following, OWPTServer.java will 

create and delete network objects corresponding to those existing in the database, and 

OWPTUpdate.java, will create and delete nodes and links and update their respective values 

corresponding to those eXisting in the database. 

The database is developed using MS Access and consists of two tables, one for Nodes and one for Links. 

The Nodes table is has field values for Networkname, Nodename, Planned value and Existing value. The 

Links table has fields for Networkname, Linkname, Originating nodename, Terminating nodename, 

Planned value and Existing value. 

6.5.1 OWPTServer Structure 
The server OWPTServer uses two thread classes and one static main class. The first thread class is 

defined in order to do the required instantiation and deletion of each Networklmplementation object by 

using separate corresponding threads in the distributed networking environment. 

class CORBA_objecCserver extends Thread { 

CORBA_objecCserver(•.•) { ... } 

public void runO { 

Instantiate a Networklmplementation object, Pass Network object of type Networklmplementation to a 

Tie object constructor, 

Build a name in the correct Naming context for network object referencing in the Naming Service, 

Unbind name from any previous object, 

Bind name to Tie object, 

Connect Tie object to the ORB runtime environment. } 

void dlsconnect() { 
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Unbind name from the Tie object, 


Disconnect Tie object from the runtime environment. } } 


The main static class definition. The Naming context "networks" is used by default to store all 

Networklmplementation object naming references. 

public class OWPTServer { 

public static void main (String args[]) { 


Find if the Naming Context "networks" exists in the Naming Service, 


If Naming context "networks" does not exist then create it, 


Start a Update_from_DB_thread type thread to instantiate and connect network objects to the 


ORB. } } 

The definition of the second thread class is for a main thread which will spawn a thread of the type 

CORBA_objecCserver for each corresponding Networklmplementation object. 

class Update_from_DB_thread extends Thread { 

Update_from_DB_thread( ... ) { ... } 

public void runO { 

while(true) { 


Get a list of all networks from the MS Access database. 


Compare this list with the old list from the previous update, 
. 
Generate a Create_networks and Delete_networks vector from the comparison, 


For the Create_networks list create a new CORBA_obi-server type thread, give the thread a 


name, add the name of the thread to a ServeUist and start the thread, 


For the Delete_networks list, find the CORBA_obi-server type thread with the corresponding 


network name, stop the thread, disconnect the Networklmplementation object from the 


runtime environment and destroy thread. } } 


Using SOL, interrogate the MS Access database to find all unique networks from the Nodes table. This is 

based upon the fundamental assumption that a network is defined as having at least one node. The class 

DBOuery-find_networks forms part of the definition for the class Update_from_DB_thread. 

private static Vector DBQuery_find_networks ( ... ) { ... } } 

6.5.2 OWPTServer Coding 
The following imports are required for the implementation of the OWPTServer server application. The 

imports are the same for the OWPTUpdate server application explained in the section following the 
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OWPTServer Coding section. The OMG CORBA SystemException, CosNaming and and 

CosNaming.NamingContextPackage classes are required. 

package Plan_J:F; 


import org.amg.CORBA.SystemException; 


import J:E.J:ona.OrbixWeb._CORBA; 


import J:E.J:ona.OrbixWeb._OrbixWeb; 


import org.amg.CosNaming.*; 


import org.amg.CosNaming.NamingContextPackage.*; 


import java.sql.*; 


import java.util.*; 


6.5.2.1 Class CORBA_obLserver 
The class CORBA_obLserver instantiates a thread for creating a Networklmplementation object, 

registering it with the Naming Service and connecting the Networklmplementation object to the ORB 

runtime environment. The constructor has three input parameters. These are of type String, the network 

objects name; of type org.omg.CORBA.ORB, the current ORB to which the server is connected; and of 

type NamingContext, the initial Naming Context relative to which the relevant network object names are 

stored. 

CORBA_obj_server(String network_object, org.amg.CORBA.ORB orb, 

NamingContext initialNamingContext) {_} 

. 
Within the class CORBA_obLserver, the public method runO performs the functions specified under 

OWPTServer Structure as follows: 

Instantiate a Networklmplementation object, 


netwJ:mpl = new NetworkJ:mplementation(network_object_name)i 


Pass Network object of type Networklmplementation to a Tie object constructor as described for the TIE 

approach in Section 6.4.1.3, 

try ( netWTieJ:mpl =new _tie_Network(netwJ:mpl); } 

catch(SystemException se) ( ... } 

Build a name in the correct Naming context for network object referencing in the Naming Service, 


name [0] = new NameComponent("networks",UU); 


name [1] = new NameComponent{network_object_name,"U); 


The CORBA Naming Service holds a list of binding between names and object references. The Naming 

Service uses compound names that consist of components arranged in a naming graph, referred to as 
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name components. A name component is defined as a struct that holds two strings, id and kind. Only id is 

required for a simple name structure. The first component of a compound name gives the name of a 

naming context. A name must be resolved within a naming context. The naming context initContext is 

passed as a parameter to class CORBA_obLserver from the main class. How this naming context is 

determined will be discussed later. The bindO operation creates a binding between a name and an object, 

relative to the specified naming context. The operation unbindO removes this binding. 

Unbind name from any previous object, 

try ( initContext.unbind(name); } 

catch (NotFound se) (_ ) 

catch (CannotProceed se) ( ... ) 

catch (InvalidName se) ( ... ) 

Bind name to Tie object, 

try (initContext.bind(name,netwTie~l); } 

catch (NotFound se) ( ... ) 

catch (CannotProceed se) ( ... ) 

catch (InvalidName se) ( ... ) 

catch (AlreadyBound se) ( ... ) 

Connect Tie object to the ORB runtime environment. 

orb.connect(netwTie~l); 

In order to ensure that the corresponding threads created for each of the Networklmplementation objects 

execute in a protected manner, a waitOnMe object of type java.lang.Object is created for each. Due to the 

structure of this statement, each CORBA_obLserver type thread has exclusive ownership of the monitor 

lock, thus preventing another thread from requesting the monitor. 

try ( 

java.lang.Object waitOnMe = new java.lang.Object(); 

synchronized (waitOnMe) ( waitOnMe.wait(); } } 

catch (InterruptedException ex) ( ) 

Within the class CORBA_obLserver, the method disconnectO performs the functions specified under 

OWPTServer Structure as follows: 

Unbind name from the Tie object, 

try ( initContext.unbind(name); } 

catch (NotFound se) ( ... ) 

catch (CannotProceed se) {... } 

catch (InvalidName se) ( ... ) 
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Disconnect Tie object from the runtime environment. 

orb.disconnect(netwTie~l); 

6.5.2.2 Class OWPTServer 
Within the static class OWPTServer, the main method performs the functions specified under 

OWPTServer Structure as follows: 

Initialise the ORB and implicitly call connect. The args parameter is used to obtain information from the 


command line. 


org.omg.CORBA.ORB orb = null; 


orb = org.omg.CORBA.ORB.init(args,null); 


In order to use the CORBA Naming Service an object reference first needs to be obtained for an object 


through which the service can be used. This is done using the resolve_initial _referencesO method which 


returns a Interoperable Object Reference (lOR). To obtain a reference to the naming context (initContext) 


the result is narrowed using the NamingContextHelper.narrowO method. 


try ( 

org.omg.CORBA.Object initRef = 
orb.resolve_initial_references(DNameService D); 

initContext = NamingContextHelper.narrow(initRef); } 

catch (SystemException se) ( ...} 

catch (org.omg.CORBA.ORBPackage.lnvalidName in) ( ... } 

Find if the Naming Context "networks" exists in the Naming Service, 

The resolveO method will return the object reference bound to the name "networks" within the initContext 


naming context. The name "networks" is the root of the naming graph within the Naming Service which 


holds all the Network object name and object references. 


NameComponent[] NC = new NameComponent[l]; 


NC [0] = new NameComponent ( n networks n ,. n " ) ; 

try ( org.omg.CORBA.Object networksRef = initContext.resolve(NC); } 

If Naming context "networks" does not exist then create it, 

Using the exceptions, if the name "networks" is not bound to an object then using the bind_new_contextO 

method a new binding will be established. 

catch (NotFound se) ( 

try ( networksContext = initContext.bind_new_context(NC); } 

catch (NotFound ser) ( ... } 


catch (CannotProceed ser) (... } 


catch (InvalidName ser) ( ... } 
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for (int i=O; i<Database_networks_old.size(); i++) { 

for (int j=O; j<Database_networks.size(); j++) { 


database_entry_old = (String)Database_networks.elementAt(j); 


database_entry = (String)Database_networks_old.elamentAt(i); 


if (database_entry_old.equals(database_entry» { 


matches=1; break; } } 


if (matches==O) ( 


Delete_networks.addElament«String) 


Database_networks_old.elamentAt(i»i } 


matches = 0; } 


Database_networks_old.removeAllElaments(); 

for (int i=O; i<Database_networks.size(); i++) ( 

Database_networks_old.addElament«String) 

Database_networks.elamentAt(i»; } 

Database_networks.removeAllElaments(); 

For the Create_networks list create a new CORBA_obLserver type thread, give the thread a name, add 

the name of the thread to a Servee/ist and start the thread, 

ServeUist is of type Vector. The String corresponding to Create_networks.elementAt(i) is given to both 

the network_object String within the CORBA_obLserver constructor as well as explicitly to the thread 

name. 

for (int i=O; i<Create_networks.size(); i++) { 

Server_list.addElament(new CORBA_obj_server( 

(String)Create_networks.elamentAt(i),orb,initContext»i 

«CORBA_obj_server)Server_list.lastElament(». 

setName«String)Create_networks.elementAt(i»; 

«CORBA_obj_server)Server_list.lastElement(».start(); ) 

For the Delete_networks list, find the CORBA_obLserver type thread with the corresponding network 

name, stop the thread, disconnect the Networklmplementation object from the runtime environment and 

remove the thread name from the Server_list. 

The destruction of the thread relies on the garbage collector inherent in Java. By removing the reference 

to the thread object from the ServeUist the relevant thread object will be cleaned up because no part of 

the program refers to it any more. 

String deleteName; 


for (int i=O; i<Delete_networks.size(); i++) { 


for (int j=O; j<Server_list.size(); j++) { 


deleteName - «CORBA_obj_server)Server_list.elamentAt(j».getName(); 


if (deleteName.equals«String)Delete_networks.elamentAt(i») { 
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«CORBA_obj_server)Server_list.elementAt(j».stop(); 

«CORBA_obj_server)Server_list.elementAt(j».disconnect(); 

Server_list.removeElementAt(j); } } } 

Let the Update_from_DB_thread type thread wait for a while, and also let it yield to allow other threads to 

use the processor. 

try {Thread.sleep(600000); } //10 minutes 

catch(InterruptedException ex) {... } 

yield(); 

Within the class Update_from_DB_thread, the private method DBQuery_find_networksO performs the 

function of returning all the unique networks according to NetworkName from the Nodes table. 

Network_list is of type Vector and returns the list of unique networks. The method takes the String 'query' 

as an input parameter. Use is made of the JdbcOdbcDriver as supplied by Sun. The parameter 'urI' is 

static of type String and is set up as "jdbc:odbc:testDSN". The MS Access file which is to act as the data 

source needs to be configured in the ODBe Data Source Administrator on Windows 95. 

try { 

Class. forName ("sun.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDrivern); 

Connection con = DriverManager.getConnection (url,"n,""); 

Statement stmt = con.createStatement(); 

ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(query); 

int numCols = rs.getMetaData().getColumnCount(); 

while (rs.next(» { 

for (int i=l; i<numCols+l; i++) { 

Network_list.addElement(rs.getString(i»; } } 

rs.close(); stmt.close(); con.close{); } 

catch (SQLException ex) { while(ex!=null) {... } } 

catch (java.lang.Exception ex) (ex.printStackTrace{); } 

return Network_list; 
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6.5.3 OWPTUpdate Structure 
class Update_thread extends Thread { 

Update_thread( ... ) { ... } 

public void runO { 

while(true) { 

Resolve name in initContext and connect to network object, 


Get node and link lists from the specified network object using the ORB, 


Get node and link lists from the Database for the specified network, 


Compare the Object and Database generated lists by nodename, 


Create Nodes for the specified network object using the ORB, 


Compare the Object and Database generated lists by linkname, 


Create Links for the specified network object using the ORB, 


Compare the Object and Database generated lists by nodename, 


Delete Nodes from the specified network object using the ORB, 


Compare the Object and Database generated lists by linkname, 


Delete Links from the specified network object using the ORB, 


Get the existing and planned values for the selected network object nodes using the ORB, 


If (InltlaLupdate) { 


Update the existing and planned values for the selected network object nodes, from the 

values in the database, using the ORB, 

Do not update the database values, } 

If (not initial_update) { 

Update the existing values for the selected network object nodes, from the database, using, 

the ORB, 

Update the database Plan_Value field for the nodes of the selected network from the 

network object values, } 

Get the existing and planned values for the selected network object links using the ORB, 

if (inltiaLupdate) { 

Update the existing and planned values for the selected network object links, from the 

values in the database, using the ORB, 

Do not update the database values,} 

if (not initiaLupdate) { 

Update the existing values for the selected network object links, from the database, using 

the ORB, 

Update the database Plan_Value field for the links of the selected network from the network 

object values.} } } 
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public int getStatusO { .•• } 

private static synchronized Vector DBQuery_on_network( ... ) { ... } 


Get the node and link values for the specified network from the database. 


private static synchronized void DBUpdate_from_network( ... ) { ... } 


Set the node and link Plan_Value field in the database for the specified network. 


} 

class Update_control_thread extends "rhread { 

·Update_control_thread( ... ) { ... } 

public void runO { 

while(true) { 


Resolve the 'networks' context within the initContext, 


List the networks within the Naming Service, 


For each network in the list: 


Check if the networks has been updated once before, 


Start a thread of type Update_thread for each network, 


Check thread status and if done, stop and destroy thread.} } 


} 

public class OWPTUpdate_new { 

public static void main (String args[]) { 


Find Initial Naming Context, 


Start Update_controUhread. } } 


6.5.4 OWPTUpdate Coding 

6.5.4.1 Class Update_thread 
The class Update_thread instantiates a thread for using the methods specified for creating, deleting and 

editing the node and link values of a specific Networklmplementation object. The constructor has four 

input parameters. These are type org.omg.CORBA.ORB, the current ORB to which the server is 

connected; of type NamingContext, the initial Naming Context relative to which the relevant network 

object names are stored; of type String, the network objects name; and of type int, to indicate whether this 

is the first update to be performed on the network object corresponding to the network in the database. 

Update_thread (org.omg.CORBA.ORB curr_orb, NamingContext 

curr_initContext, String network, int curr_initial_update> {... } 
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Within the class Update_thread ObLnodelist, ObUinklist, DB~nodelist, DB~linklist, DB_nodeinfo and 

DB_linkinfo are of type Vector. The public method runO performs the functions specified under 

OWPTUpdate Structure as follows: 

Resolve name in initContexl and connect to network object, 

The variable updatestatus indicates whether or not the network object update to create, delete and edit 

nodes has completed. On completion updatestatus is set to 1. The method getStatusO returns the value 

of updatestatus from the class Update~thread at runtime for a specific thread. The variable mynet is of 

type Network. The resolveO method will attempt to find a object reference linked to the name of the 

network in the Naming Service. If successful the object reference is narrowed to be of type Network. 

USing the ORB the methods specified in the Networklmplementation class definition can be called using 

the 'mynet' object reference. 

if (updatestatus == 0) ( 


name [0] = new NameComponent(nnetworks l ,"H); 


name [1] = new NameComponent(network_object,nll); 


org.omg.CORBA.Object objRef = null; 


try ( 

objRef = initContext.resolve(name); 

mynet =NetworkHelper.narrow(objRef); } 

catch (NotFound se) {... } 

catch (CannotProceed se) {... } 

catch (J:nvalidName se) {... } 

Get node and link lists from the specified network object using the ORB, 

The object reference 'mynet' is used, together with the stringSeqHolder type to retrieve the node and link 

lists for the network object corresponding to the object reference held by 'mynet'. The result list is entered 

into Vector ObLnodelist or ObUinklist. 

Obj_nodelist.removeAllElements(); Obj_linklist.removeAllElements(); 


String node_list [] = {}; 


try ( 


stringSeqHolder gn_outStr = new stringSeqHolder(); 


mynet.listNodes(gn_outStr); 


node_list = gn_outStr.value; } 


catch(SystemException se) {... } 

for (int j=O; j<node_list.length; j++) ( 

Obj_nodelist.addElement(node_list[j]); } 
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String link_list[] = {}; 

try { 

stringSeqHolder gl_outStr = new stringSeqKolder(); 

m¥Det.getLinklist(gl_outStr); 

link_list = gl_outStr.value; } 

catch(SystemException se) { ••• } 

for (int j=O; j<link_list.length; j++) { 

Obj_linklist.addElement(link_list[j]); } 

Get node and link lists from the Database for the specified network, 

The parameters passed to the DBQuery_on_networkO method are firstly of type String, the 'tablename' 

which is either a node or link table; and of type String, 'networkname'. The method returns a Vector 

containing the table information for a specific network. The first element contains a value giving the 

number of columns in the response record. This is converted to an int 'nrecordsize'. The second column 

in the response record contains the nodes or links for the specified network. This information is entered 

into the Vector 'DB_nodelist' or 'DB_linklist'. 

DB_nodeinfo.removeAllElements(}; DB_nodelist.removeAllElements(); 


DB_nodeinfo = DBQuery_on_network("Nodes",Network_obj); 


Integer Intnode_recordsize = new Integer«String)DB_nodeinfo.elementAt(O»; 


nrecordsize = Intnode_recordsize.intValue(); 


for (int j=l; j«DB_nodeinfo.size(»; j=j+nrecordsize) { 


DB_nodelist.addElement(DB_nodeinfo.e1ementAt(j+l»; } 

DB_linkinfo.removeA11Elements(); DB_1inklist.removeA11Elements(); 


DB_linkinfo = DBQuery_on_network("Links",Network_obj); 


Integer Int1ink_recordsize = new Integer«String)DB_linkinfo.e1ementAt(O»; 


lrecordsize = Intlink_recordsize.intVa1ue(); 


for (int j=l; j«DB_1inkinfo.size(»; j=j+lrecordsize) { 


DB_linklist.addE1ement(DB_1inkinfo.e1ementAt(j+l»; } 

Compare the Object and Database generated lists by nodename, 

The comparison procedure is Simple. Note that the Vector elements need to be converted to a Float type 

first before a float type can be determined. 

matches = 0; 

for (int k=O; k<DB_node1ist.size(); k++) { 

for (int 1=0; l<Obj_nodelist.size(); 1++) { 

if «(String)DB_nodelist.e1ementAt(k». 

equals«String)Obj_node1ist.elementAt(1») { 

matches=l; break; } } 
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if (matches==O) { 


int val-p = l+(k*nrecordsize); 


Float exv_c = new Float({String)DB_nodeinfo.elementAt(val-p+2»; 


Float plv_c = new Float«String)DB_nodeinfo.elementAt{val-p+3»; 


exv = exv_c.floatValue(); 


plv = plv_c.floatValue(); 


Create Nodes for the specified network object using the ORB, 

If a match is found then the node exists as a Network object as well as in the database. In this case a 

node does not need to be created in the Network object. If no match is found and the node exists in the 

database but not does not exist in a corresponding Network object then the node is created. 

mynet.createNode«{String)DB_nodelist.elementAt(k»,exv,plv); } 


matches = 0; } 


Compare the Object and Database generated lists by linkname, 

The method is similar to that above for the nodes, the only difference is that if no match is found and the 

node does not exist in the database, but does exist in a corresponding Network object then the node is 

deleted from the Network object. Also note that a link has five parameters as opposed to a node having 

three. 

matches = 0; 

for (int k=O; k<DB_linklist.size(); k++) { 

for (int 1=0; l<Obj_linklist.size(); 1++) { 

if «(String)DB_linklist.elementAt(k». 

equals{(String)Obj_linklist.elementAt(l») { 

matches=l; break; } } 

if (matches==O) { 


int val-p = l+(k*lrecordsize); 


orignode = (String)DB_linkinfo.elementAt(val-p+2); 


termnode = (String)DB_linkinfo.elementAt(val-p+3); 


Float exv_c = new Float«String)DB_linkinfo.elementAt{val-p+4»; 


Float plv_c = new Float({String)DB_linkinfo.elementAt(val-p+5»; 


exv =exv_c.floatValue(); 


plv = plv_c.floatValue(); 


Create Links for the specified network object using the ORB, 

mynet.connectNodes«(String)DB_linklist.elementAt(k», 


orignode,termnode,exv,plv}; } 


matches = 0; } 


Compare the Object and Database generated lists by nodename, 

matches = 0; 
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for (int k=O; k<Obj_node1ist.size(); k++) { 

for (int 1=0; 1<DB_node1ist.size(); 1++) { 

if «(String)Obj_node1ist.e1ementAt(k». 

equa1s«String)DB_node1ist.e1ementAt(1») { 

matches=l; break; } } if (matches==O) { 

Delete Nodes from the specified network object using the ORB, 

mynet.de1eteNode«String)Obj_node1ist.e1ementAt(k»; } 


matches = 0; } 


Compare the Object and Database generated lists by linkname, 

... if (matches==O) { 

Delete Links from the specified network object using the ORB, 

mynet.de1eteLink«String)Obj_1ink1ist.e1ementAt(k»; } 


matches = 0; } 


Get the existing and planned values for the selected network object nodes using the ORB, 

For each of the networks in the database generated nodelist get the values of the nodes in the 

corresponding Network object, which has either existed already, or created by the methods discussed 

above. The node values for the database are held in Vector DB_node info. 

for (int k=O; k<DB_node1ist.size(); k++) { 

try ( 

f1oatSeqHo1der gn_outF1t = new f1oatSeqHo1der(); 


mynet.getNode«String)DB_node1ist.e1ementAt(k),gn_outF1t); 


node_data = gn_outF1t.va1ue; } 


catch(SystemException se) {... } 


int val-p = l+(k*nrecordsize); 


Float exv_c = new Float«String)DB_nodeinfo.elementAt(val-p+2»; 


Float plv_c = new Float«String)DB_nodeinfo.elementAt(val-p+3»; 


exv = exv_c.floatValue(); 


plv = plv_c.floatValue(); 


if (initial_update == 0) { 

Update the existing and planned values for the selected network object nodes, from the values in the 


database, using the ORB, 


Do not update the database values, 


mynet.editNode«String)DB_nodelist.elementAt(k),exv,plv); } 

if (initial_update != 0) { 

Update the existing values for the selected network object nodes, from the database, using the ORB, 
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Update the database Plan_ Value field for the nodes of the selected network from the network object 

values, 

The method for updating the database values is DBUpdate_from_networkO.The method has five 

parameters. These are of type String 'tablename'; of type String 'networkname'; of type String 

'columnname', the field name to be compared to the next parameter; of type String 'columnentry', 

indicating which node or link; and of type float, the Plan_Value. 

mynet.editNode«String)DB_nodelist. 


elementAt(k),exv,node_data[l])i 


DBUpdate_from_network("Nodes",Netw_obj,"NodeName", 


(String)DB_nodelist.elementAt(k),node_data[l])i ) } 


Get the existing and planned values for the selected network object links using the ORB, 

for (int k=Oi k<DB_linklist.size(); k++) { 

try ( 


stringSeqHolder gli_outStr = new stringSeqHolder(); 


mynet.getLink«String)DB_linklist.elementAt(k),gli_outStr); 


Link_info = gli_outStr.value; } 


catch (SystemException se) (... ) 


int val-p = l+(k*lrecordsize); 


String orignode = (String)DB_linkinfo.elementAt(val-p+2); 


String termnode = (String)DB_linkinfo.elementAt(val-p+3); 


Float exv_c = new Float«String)DB_linkinfo.elementAt(val-p+4»; 


Float plv_c = new Float«String)DB_linkinfo.elementAt(val-p+S»; 


exv = exv_c.floatValue(); 


ply = plv_c.floatValue(); 


Float obj-plv_c = new Float«String)Link_info[3]); 


obj-plv • obj-plv_c.floatValue(); 


if (initial_update == 0) ( 

Update the existing and planned values for the selected network object links, from the values in the 


database, using the ORB, 


Do not update the database values, 


mynet.editLink«String)DB_linklist.elementAt(k),orignode,termnode, 


exv,plv); ) 


if (initial_update != 0) { 

Update the eXisting values for the selected network object links, from the database, using the ORB, 

Update the database Plan_ Value field for the links of the selected network from the network object 

values. 

The variable 'updatestatus' is set to 1, to indicate that the update process for all the Network objects, as 

well as the database is completed. 
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mynet.editLink«String)DB_Iinklist.elementAt(k),orignode,ter.mnode, 


exv,obj-plv) ; 


DBUpdate_from_network("Links",Netw_obj,"LinkName", 


(String)DB_Iinklist.elementAt(k),obj-plv); } } 


updatestatus = 1; 


The method getStatusO is available within the Update_thread class to find out the status of the update. 

return updatestatus; 

Within the class Update_thread, the private methods DBQuery_on_networkO and 

DBUpdate_from_networkO perform the functions as specified in the OWPTUpdate Structure. 

Get the node and link values for the specified network from the database. 

try ( 

.n query = "SELECT * FROM" + tablename + " WHERE NetworkName = 

·"+networkname+"·n; 


ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(query); 


int numCols = rs.getMetaData().getColumnCount(); 


Integer IntnumCols =new Integer(numCols); 


Database_output.addElement(IntnumCols.toString(»; 


while (rs.next(» { 


for (int i=1; i<numCols+1; i++) { 


Database_output.addElement(rs.getString(i»; } } 


... } 

catch (SQLException ex) {.n } 


catch (java.lang.Exception ex) {... } 


return Database_output; 


Set the node and link Plan_ Value field in the database for the specified network. 

try 	{ 

update = "UPDATE "+tablename+" SET Plan_Value = "+plan_val 

+ U WHERE NetworkName = ,n +networkname+"' And " 

+colUIllIUlame+" ... '"+columnentry+"'U; 


stmt.executeUpdate(update); ... } 


6.5.4.2 Class Update_controLthread 
The class Update_controUhread checks to see if a Network object has been updated once before, starts 

a thread of type Update_thread for each network, checks the status of the thread and stops and destroys 

the thread when the update is completed. The constructor has two input parameters. These are of type 

org.omg.CORBA.ORB, the current ORB to which the OWPTUpdate server is connected; and of type 
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NamingContext, the initial Naming Context relative to which the relevant network object names are 

stored. 

Within the class Update_control_thread networksContexUist, initiaLupdated_networks, and ClienUist 

are of type Vector. The public method runO performs the functions specified under OWPTUpdate 

Structure as follows: 

Resolve the 'networks' context within the initContext, 

This is the same procedure as discussed under Section 6.5.4.1, except that the 'networks' context is not 


created if it does not exist. 


NC[O] = new NameComponent(lnetworksn,"II); 


try ( networksContext = NamingContextHelper.narrow(initContext.resolve{NC»; } 


catch (NotFound se) {... } 


catch (CannotProceed se) {... } 


catch (J:nvalidName se) ( ... } 


List the networks within the Naming Service, 

The module CosNaming, interface NamingContext, has a method IistO which can be used to retrieve a list 

of the name bindings in a target naming context. The target naming context is 'networksContext' which 

has been resolved within the 'initContext'. The method IistO has three arguments, of type unsigned long 

'how_many', which specifies the number of bindings to return; of type BindingList 'blh' which returns a 

sequence of Binding structs; and Bindinglterator 'bih', which returns the number of bindings remaining 

after the 'how~many' bindings have been returned. Because the number of bindings in unknown the initial 

listO operation is set to return only one binding. The id value of the compound name is returned and 

added to the 'networkContexUist'. All the remaining bindings are found and added to the 

'networksContexUist' Vector using an iterator on the 'bih' value. 

BindingListHolder blh = new BindingListHolder(); 

BindingJ:teratorHolder bih = new BindingJ:teratorHolder(); 

BindingHolder binding = new BindingHolder(); 

networksContext.list(l,blh,bih); 

networksContext_list.addElement(blh.value[O].binding_name[O].id); 

if (bih.value 1= null) ( 

while (bih.value.next_one(binding» ( 

networksContext_list.addElement(binding.value.binding_name[O].id); } 

} 
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For each network in the list: 

for (int i=O; i<networksContext_list.size(); i++) { 

Check if the networks has been updated once before, 

initial_update = 0; 


for (int j=O; j<initial_updated_networks.size(); j++) { 


if ( «String)networksContext_list.elementAt(i».equals 


«String)initial_updated_networks.elementAt(j» ) { 


initial_update=l; break; } } 


Start a thread of type Update_thread for each network, 

Instantiate a thread of type Update_thread, set the name of the thread and start the thread. 

Client_list.addElement(new Update_thread(orb, initContext, 


(String)networksContext_list.elementAt(i), initial_update»; 


«Update_thread)Client_list.lastElement(». 


setName«String)networksContext_list.elementAt(i»; 


«Update_thread)Client_list.lastElement(».start(); } 


Let the Update_thread type thread wait for a while, and also let it yield to allow other threads to use the 

processor. 

try { Thread.sleep(300000); } 115 minutes 


catch (InterruptedException ex) {'M ); } 


yield() ; 


Check thread status and if done, stop and destroy thread. 

If the Update_thread type thread corresponding to a network is completed, find the name of the thread, 

add the name to the 'initial_updated_networks' Vector to indicate that the network has been updated once 

before, stop the thread and destroy it. 

while (Client_list.size()I=O) { 

for (int i=O; i<Client_list.size(); i++) { 


status = «Update_thread)Client_list.elementAt(i».getStatus(); 


if (status==l) { Threadname = 


«Update_thread)Client_list.elementAt(i».getName(); 


initial_updated_networks.addElement(Threadname); 


«Update_thread)Client_list.elementAt(i».stop(); 


Client_list.removeElementAt(i); 


status = 0; } } } 
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For each network in the list: 

for (int i=O; i<networksContext_list.size(); i++) ( 

Check if the networks has been updated once before, 

initial_update = 0; 


for (int j=O; j<initial_updated_networks.size(); j++) { 


if ( «String)networksContext_list.elementAt(i».equals 


«String)initial_updated_networks.elementAt(j» ) { 


initial_update=l; break; } } 


Start a thread of type Update_thread for each network, 

Instantiate a thread of type Update_thread, set the name of the thread and start the thread. 

Client_list.addElement(new update_thread(orb, initContext, 


(String)networksContext_list.elementAt(i), initial_update»; 


«update_thread)Client_list.lastElement(». 


setName«String)networksContext_list.elementAt(i»; 


«Update_thread)Client_list.lastElement(».start(); } 


Let the Update_thread type thread wait for a while, and also let it yield to allow other threads to use the 

processor. 

try { Thread.sleep(300000); } 115 minutes 


catch (InterruptedException ex) {... ); } 


yield() ; 


Check thread status and if done, stop and destroy thread. 

If the Update_thread type thread corresponding to a network is completed, find the name of the thread, 

add the name to the 'initial_updated_networks' Vector to indicate that the network has been updated once 

before, stop the thread and destroy it. 

while (Client_list.size()!=O) { 

for (int i=O; i<Client_list.size(); i++) { 


status = «update_thread)Client_list.elementAt(i».getStatus(); 


if (status==l) ( Threadname = 


«update_thread)Client_list.elementAt(i».getName(); 


initial_updated_networks.addElement(Threadname); 


«Update_thread)Client_list.elementAt(i».stop(); 


Client_list.removeElementAt(i); 


status = 0; } } } 
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6.5.4.3 Class OWPTUpdate 
Within the static class OWPTUpdate, the main method performs the functions specified under 

OWPTUpdate Structure as follows: 

Initialise the ORB and implicitly call connect, using the same coding as in the main method of the 

OWPTServer application. 

Find the Initial Naming Context, using the same coding as in the main method of the OWPTServer 

application. 

Start Update_controUhread. 

Update_control_thread tl = new Update_control_thread(orb, 

initContext); 

tl. start () ; 
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class M_ TS implements ActionListener { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 

Start a new ToolsDialog.}} (To be discussed later) 

class M_ VM implements ActionListener { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 


Get the list of nodes and setup matrices, 


Get all the links of each incremental node, 


For each link(group of 4 strings) evaluate its parameters, 


Determine the position within the matrix, 


Build the matrix tables existing and planned. }} 


class EditNodeDialog extends Dialog implements ActionListener, Item Listener { 

EditNodeDialog(String title) { ... } 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent event) { 


On the Apply action use method editNode. } 


public void itemStateChanged(ltemEvent e) { } 

class UB_EN implements ActionListener { 


public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 


On the Update action use method IistNodes. } } 


class EN_List implements ItemListener { 


public void itemStateChanged(ltemEvent e) { 


On the Select action use method getNode. }} 


} 

class EditLinkDialog extends Dialog implements ActionListener, Item Listener { 

EditLinkDialog(String title) { } 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent event) { 


On the Apply action use method editLink. } 
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public void ItemStateChanged(ltemEvent e) { } 

class UB_EL implements ActionListener { 


public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 


On the Update action use method getLinklist. } } 


class EL_List Implements Item Listener { 


public void itemStateChanged(ltemEvent e) { 


On the Select action use method getLink. } } 


class ObjectConnectDialog extends Dialog implements ActionListener, ItemListener { 

ObjectConnectDlalog(String title) { ... } 

public void actlonPerformed(ActionEvent event) { 


On the Connect action resolve the networksContext for the selected network. } 


public void ItemStateChanged(ltemEvent e) { } 

class OCUpdate_List implements ActionListener { 


public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 


On the Update action resolve_initiaUeferences, 


List the networks context. } } 


class OCSelecCList implements Item Listener { 

public void itemStateChanged(ltemEvent e) { 

On the action Select set the network object reference for the OWPTClient application, 

Display the selected network. } } 

} 

public static void main(String[] args) { ... } } 
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6.6.2 OWPTClient Coding 
The classes imported in the Client application, OWPTCLient are similar to those required in the Server 

applications but in addition to the OrbixWeb CORBA classes, the java.awt package is imported for the 

GUI. The software coding description below covers the requirements for a basic client which can read 

and edit the Network object as created. The coding and functionality for a basic planning algorithm 

implementation is covered separately in Section 6.7. 

6.6.2.1 Class M_EN 
Start a new EditNodeDialog. 

public void actionPerfor.med(ActionEvent e) { 

if (en_dialog == null) (en_dialog: new EditNodeDialog("Edit Node"); } 

en_dialog.setVisible(true); } 

6.6.2.2 Class M_EL 
Start a new EditLinkDialog . 


... tel_dialog : new EditLinkDialog( "Edit Link"); } ... 


6.6.2.3 Class M_CS 
Start a new ObjectConnectDialog. 


... {oc_dialog = new Obj ectConnectDialog ( "Select Object: "); } ... 


6.6.2.4 Class M_ VM 
Get the list of nodes and setup matrices, 

try ( 

stringSeqHolder nvm_outStr = new stringSeqHolder(); 


mynet.listNodes(nvm_outStr); 


Matrix_nodes = nvm_outStr.value; 


catch(SystemException se) {... } 


float [] [] exist_matrix = new float [Matrix_nodes. length] 


[Matrix_nodes.length]; 


float [] [] plan_matrix = new float [Matrix_nodes. length] 


[Matrix_nodes.length]; 


Get all the links of each incremental node, 

for (int i=O; i<Matrix_nodes.length; i++) { 

matrixnode=Matrix_nodes[i]; 

try ( 


stringSeqHolder lvm_outStr = new stringSeqHolder(); 
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mynet.getLinks(matrixnode,Iv.m_outStr}; 


Matrix_links = 1v.m_outStr.value; 


catch(SystemException se) ( ... return; } 


For each link(group of 4 strings) evaluate its parameters, 

String[] names = new String[2]; float[] capacities = new float[2]; 

for {int j=O; j<Matrix_Iinks.length; j=j+4} ( 

names [0] = Matrix_Iinks[j]; names[l] = Matrix_Iinks[j+l]; 

for (int c=O; c<2; c++) { 


Float cony = new Float(Matrix_links[j+c+2]}; 


capacities[c] = conv.floatValue(); } 


Determine the position within the matrix, 

for (int k=O; k<Matrix_nodes.length; k++) { 


if (:names[O].equals(Matrix_nodes[i])} ( 


if (names[l].equals(Matrix_nodes[k]» { 

exist~trix [k] [i] = capacities[O]; 

plan_matrix [k] [i] = capacities[l]; break; } } } 

} } 

Build the matrix tables existing and planned. 

for (int yeO; y<Matrix_nodes.length; y++) ( 

for {int x=O; x<Matrix_nodes.length; x++} ( 


e_outval = exist_matrix [x] [y]; 


Float out_valc = new Float(e_outval); }} 


float p_outval; 

for (int yeO; y<Matrix_nodes.length; y++) ( 

for (int x=O; x<Matrix_nodes.length; x++) ( 


p_outval = plan_matrix [x] [y]; 


Float out_valc = new Float(p_outval); } } 
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6.6.2.5 Class EditNodeDialog 
Selecting the EditNodeDialog allows the user to change the values associated with a node. The server 

applications OWPTServer and OWPTUpdate will only allow planned values changes to have a 

permanent effect. However the Client application demonstrates how the ORB can be used. 

ednodename, edncurrcap and ednplancap are of type TextField. ApplyButton, UpdateButton and 

Cancel Button are of type Button. Nlist is of type List. 

The constructor receives no user definable parameters. It configures the dialog window layout as follows: 

super(OWPTClient.this, title, false); 

setLayout(new GridLayout(2,2»; 

Panel pl = new Panel(); 

pl.setLayout(new GridLayout(2,l»; 


Label listnam.e = new Label("Select Nodenam.e"); 


pl.add(listnam.e); nlist.addItemListener(new EN_List(»; pl.add(nlist); 


Panel p2 = new Panel(); 

p2.setLayout(new GridLayout(3,2»; 

Label ednnam.e = new Label ("Node Name: II); p2 •add (ednnam.e) ; 

ednodenam.e = new TextField(6); p2.add(ednodenam.e); 

Label ednccap == new Label("Existing Value:"); p2.add(ednccap); 

edncurrcap = new TextField(6); p2.add(edncurrcap); 

Label ednpcap = new Label("Planned Value:"); p2.add(ednpcap); 

ednplancap = new TextField(6); p2.add(ednplancap); 

Panel p3 = new Panel(); 

p3.setLayout(new FlowLayout(FlowLayout.LEFT»; 

Button UpdateButton = new Button("Update"); 

UpdateButton.addActionListener(new UB_EN(»; p3.add(UpdateButton); 

Panel p4 = new Panel(); 

p4.setLayout{new FlowLayout(FlowLayout.RIGHT»; 

Button CancelButton = new Button{"Cancel"); 

ApplyButton = new Button{"Apply"); 

ApplyButton.addActionListener(this); 

CanceIButton.addActionListener{this); 

p4.add{ApplyButton); 

p4.add(CanceIButton); 

add{pl); add(p2); add(p3); add(p4); pack(); 

In order to allow the user to close the EditNodeDialog window from the EditNodeDialog window the 

following code is required. 

addWindowListener{new WindowAdapter() { 

public void windowClosing(WindowEvent e) { 

dispose{); } }); 
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On the Apply action use method editNode. 

The values used for updating the Network object values are read from the TextField values in the 

EditNodeDialog. 

String ednodename_out; float edncurrcap_out, ednplancap_out; 


Object source. event.getSource{); 


if ({source == ApplyButton) I (source == ednodename» { 


ednodename_out • ednodename.getText{); 


Float edncurrcap_c = new Float{edncurrcap.getText(»; 


Float ednplancap_c = new Float(ednplancap.getText(»; 


edncurrcap_out = edncurrcap_c.floatValue{); 


ednplancap_out = ednplancap_c.floatValue(); 


t%'y { 

mynet.editNode{ednodename_out,edncurrcap_out,ednplancap_out)i } 


catch{SystemException se) {... return; } 


On the Update action use method IistNodes. 

All the nodes which exist for the selected Network object are displayed in a List. 

String ednode_list [] = {}; 
t%'y { 

stringSeqHolder gn_outStr = new stringSeqHolder(); 


mynet.listNodes(gn_outStr); 


ednode_list = gn_outStr.value; } 


catch{SystemException se) C.. return; } 

for (int i=O; i<ednode_list.length; i++) { 

nlist.addltem{ednode_list[i]); } 

On the Select action use method getNode. 

For a selected Network object the values for a selected node are read from the Network object and 

displayed in the TextFields of the EditNodeDialog. 

float[] node_info. new float[2]; 

String nameString = nlist.getSelectedltem(); 

if (nlist.getSelectedlndex() ==-1) {} else { 

t%'y { 

floatSeqHolder gn_outFlt = new floatSeqHolder{); 


mynet.getNode(nameString,gn_outFlt); 


node_info = gn_outFlt.value; } 


catch(SystemEx.ception se) {... return; } 


Float edncurrcap_v = new Float{node_info[O]); 


Float ednplancap_v = new Float(node_info[l]); 


ednodename.setText(nameString); 
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edncurrcap.setText(edncurrcap_v.toString(»; 


ednplancap.setText(ednplancap_v.toString(»; } 


6.6.2.6 Class EditLinkDialog 
The coding required for the EditLinkDialog is similar to the EditNodeDialog described above, the only 

exception being two additional values (and TextFields) which correspond to the Originating and 

Terminating nodes, and the ORB using the editLink, getLink and getLinkJist methods on the selected 

Network object. 

The constructor uses the following to add the required Text Fields, edorignode and edtermnode . 

... 	 Label edorign = new Label("Origin Node:"); p2.add(edorign); 

edorignode = new TextField(lO); p2.add(edorignode); 

Label edter.mn = new Label("Ter.minal Node:"); p2.add(edter.mn); 

edter.mnode = new TextField(lO); p2.add(edter.mnode); ... 

On the Apply action use method editUnk. 

... mynet. editLink(edlinkname_out, edorignode_out, edter.mnode_out, 

edlcurrcap_out,edlplancap_out); ... 

On the Update action use method getLinklist. 

... 	 stringSeqHolder gl_outStr = new stringSeqHolder () ; 

mynet.getLinklist(gl_outStr); ... 

On the Select action use method getLink. 

... 	 stringSeqHolder gli_outStr = new stringSeqHolder(); 

mynet. getLink (nameString, gli_outStr); ... 

6.6.2.7 Class ObjectConnectDialog 
In order to be able to obtain a list of all available Network objects, and to bind to the selected Network 

object, the ObjectConnectDialog is required. The dialog has variables; objectname of type TextField, 

UpdateButton, ConnectButton and Cancel Button of type Button and ocJist of type List. 

The constructor receives no user definable parameters. It configures the dialog window layout as follows: 

super(OWPTClient.this, title, false); setLayout(new GridLayout(2,2»; 

Panel pl = new Panel(); 

pl.setLayout(new GridLayout(2,l»; 

Label dialoginfo = new Label("Objects in context 'networks':"); 

pl.add(dialoginfo); oclist.addZtemListener(new OCSelect_List(»; 
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pl.add(oclist); 

Panel p2 = new Panel(); 

Label objname = new Label(nSelected object: n ); p2.add(objname); 

objectname = new TextField(12); p2.add(objectname); 

Panel p3 =new Panel(); 

p3.setLayout(new FlowLayout(FlowLayout.LEFT»; 

Button UpdateButton = new Button("Update n ); 

UpdateButton.addActiOnListener(new OCUpdate_List(»; 

p3.add(UpdateButton}i 

Panel p4 = new Panel(); 

p4.setLayout(new FlowLayout(FlowLayout.RIGHT»i 

Button CancelButton = new Button("Cancel"); 

ConnectButton = new Button("Connect"); 

ConnectButton.addActionListener(this); 

CancelButton.addActionListener(this); 

p4.add(ConnectButton); p4.add(CancelButton); 

add(pl); add(p2); add(p3); add(p4); pack(); 

On the Connect action resolve the networks Context for the selected network. 

int networkname_indexi String networkname_out; 


Object source = event.getSource(); 


if ( (source == ConnectButton) I (source == objectname» { 


String object_namestring = objectname.getText(); 


NameCamponent[] name = new NameCamponent[l]; 


name [0] = new NameCamponent(object_namestring, " H}; 


try { 

m¥net = NetworkHelper.narrow(networksContext.resolve(name»; ) 


catch (NotFound se) {... } 


catch (CannotProceed se) {... } 


catch (InvalidName se) {... } 


On the Update action resolve_initiaL references, List the networks context. 

The first request for listing the available Network objects will result in the code for locating the Naming 

Service and finding the default 'networks' context being executed. Subsequent requests will use the 

located Naming Service object reference. 

if (initial_references_done == false) { 

try { 

org.omg.CORBA.Object initRef = 

orb.resolve_initial_references(HNameService"); 


initContext = NamingContextHelper.narrow(initRef); } 


catch (SystemException se) {... } 


catch (org.omg.CORBA.ORBPackage.lnvalidName in) {... } 
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NameComponent[l name = new NameComponent[11; 


name [0) = new NameComponent("networks",""); 


try { 

networksContext = NamingContextBelper.narrow(initContext.resolve(name»; } 

catch (NotFound se) C.. } 

catch (CannotProceed se) {... } 

catch (InvalidName se) C.. } 

initial_references_done = true; } 

BindingListBolder blh =new BindingListBolder(); 

BindingIteratorBolder bih = new BindingIteratorBolder(); 

BindingBolder binding = new BindingBolder(); 

networksContext.list(l l blh, bih); 

oclist.addItem(blh.value[O).binding_name[O).id); 

if (bih.value != null) { 

while (bih.value.next_one(binding» { 


oclist.addItem(binding.value.binding_name[O).id); } } 


On the action Select set the network object reference for the OWPTClient application, Display the 

selected network. 

objectname.setText(oclist.getSelectedItem(»; 

6.6.2.8 Class OWPTClient 
Within the static class OWPTClient, the main method holds the following global variables; of type boolean 

initiaUeferences_done , of type NamingContext initContext and networksContext, and of type 

org.omg.CORBA.ORB orb. 

The main method creates a new Frame, sets its size and Title and adds the code for allowing the main 

application to be closed gracefully. 

Frame PlanFrame = new OWPTClient(); 


PlanFrame.addWindowListener( 


new WindowAdapter() { 


public void windowClosing(windowEvent e) { 


System.exit(O); } }}; 

PlanFrame.setTitle("Planning Tool Interface Client Application"}; 

PlanFrame.setSize(800 , 'OO}; 

PlanFrame.setVisible(true}; 
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6.7 Implementing Planning Algorithms in the Client 
The following section demonstrates using the Generic Network Planning Interface for solving a simple 

Network Planning problem. First the problem solution is explained in network terms and then the Java 

code required to develop a partial Client application for the solution is explained. As mentioned before, 

the developer is only required to understand Java and the methods by which information is exchanged 

with the Network objects. 

6.7.1 Problem statement 
Given a generic network consisting of: 

• a given number of nodes and links, 

• the originating traffic from each node, 

• the distribution of the originating traffic between nodes, and, 

• the link costs between nodes. 

Calculate the tramc flow between nodes for the network. 

Figure 7 below graphically describes the information assumed to be available for the given network 

problem. 

ORIGINATING 

Node6··· 1--::::

NOde7 30e 

NodeS27e 
NOde932e 
NOde10····· 156 
NOd;;iT~ -. mia 
NOde124se 

Node13 21e 

25,="".--I--;;;;-::=-~=~~~;;-t--:-:::=-~~-+-~;::;;:--~::::-,"~;-;;:::;;;-I 

Figure 7 Network Problem 
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6.7.2 Solution methodology 

6.7.2.1 Step 1 
In order to solve the given network problem the given information needs to be converted into matrix 

format. The rows and columns represent the network node and link values. Reading horizontally for each 

row gives the link values from the node corresponding to the selected row, to each of the other nodes, 

represented by the columns. Where the selected node (row) and column correspond to the same node, 

the value indicates a node specific value. Manipulating the information from Figure 1 using this approach 

will result in three matrices, Matrices A, 8 and C, hereafter referred to as [A], [8] and [C]. 

[A] is the originating traffic matrix. 

00000 o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 

o 0 000 o 000 0 0 o 0 


00000 000 0 0 0 o 0 


00000 o 0 0 000 o 0 


o 0 000 o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 

o 0 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 
(A] 00000 o 30 0 0 0 0 o 0 

o 0 0 0 0 o 0 27 0 0 0 o 0 

o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 32 0 0 o 0 


00000 o 0 0 0 15 0 o 0 


00000 000 007 o 0 


o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 45 0 


00000 o 0 0 0 0 0 o 21 


[8] is the traffic distribution matrix. Each row adds up to one (1). 

o 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 

o 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 0 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.15 0.07 0.03 0.15 

[B] 0 0 0 0 0 0.10 0.30 0.05 0.05 0.10 0.10 0.25 0.05 

o 0 0 0 0 0.12 0.08 0.40 0.03 0.07 0.14 0.06 0.10 

o 0 0 0 0 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.20 0.06 0.22 0.13 0.04 

o 0 0 0 0 0.08 0.10 0.20 0.10 0.30 0.02 0.10 0.10 

o 0 0 0 0 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.50 0.07 0.20 

o 0 0 0 0 0.10 0.15 0.05 0.03 0.07 0.10 0.40 0.10 

o 0 0 0 0 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.30 0.10 0.30 0.20 
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[C] is the link cost matrix. A value of 50 signifies that no link exists. All nodes have a value of zero (0) to 

themselves. 

0 1 1 1 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

1 0 50 50 1 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

1 50 0 50 50 1 1 1 50 50 50 50 50 

1 50 50 0 50 50 50 50 115 0 50 50 

50 1 50 50 0 50 50 50 50 50 1 1 1 

50 50 1 50 50 0 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

[C] 50 50 1 50 50 50 0 50 50 50 50 50 50 

50 50 1 50 50 50 50 0 50 50 50 50 50 

50 50 50 1 50 50 50 50 0 50 50 50 50 

50 50 50 1 50 50 50 50 50 0 50 50 50 

50 50 50 50 1 50 50 50 50 50 0 50 50 

50 50 50 50 1 50 50 50 50 50 50 0 50 

50 50 50 50 1 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 0 

6.7.2.2 Step2 

Once the values are in matrix format the originating traffic which will flow from each origin node to the 


remaining nodes in the network must be calculated. These values are determined by calculating [A] * 


[S}. This matrix holds the values of the traffic, in erlang (e), destined from each originating node to each 


terminating node. 


The result matrix is given below. 


0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 2.5 2.5 3.75 1. 75 0.75 3.75 

[A] * [B] 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 9.0 1.5 1.5 3.0 3.0 7.5 1.5 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 0 3.24 2.16 10.8 0.81 1. 89 3.78 1. 62 2.7 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.8 3.2 3.2 6.4 1. 92 7.04 4.16 1. 28 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 1.5 3.0 1.5 4.5 0.3 1.5 1.5 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.21 0.35 0.28 0.42 0.35 3.5 0.49 1.4 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.5 6.75 2.25 1. 35 3.15 4.5 18.0 4.5 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.21 0.42 1. 05 0.42 6.3 2.1 6.3 4.2 

6.7.2.3 Step3 
The result matrix from Step2 does not take the actual topology of the network into account. The actual 

path that the traffic originating from a node needs to take to get to the respective terminating node will 
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determine the actual capacity requirements of the links between the nodes. In order to determine the 

paths described, the Dijkstra Shortest Path First (SPF) algorithm is implemented such that a Least Cost 

matrix as well as a Path matrix is calculated. The Path matrix elements contain a path-list, indicating the 

nodes to traverse from each originating to terminating node. The details of implementing the SPF 

algorithm will be covered later in this text. 

The resulting Least Cost and Path matrices are given below. 

Least Cost Matrix 

0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 

1.0 0.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 

1.0 2.0 0.0 2.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 

1.0 2.0 2.0 0.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 

2.0 1.0 3.0 3.0 0.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

2.0 3.0 1.0 3.0 4.0 0.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 

2.0 3.0 1.0 3.0 4.0 2.0 0.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 

2.0 3.0 1.0 3.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 0.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 

2.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 0.0 2.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 

2.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 2.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 

3.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 1.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 0.0 2.0 2.0 

3.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 1.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 2.0 0.0 2.0 

3.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 1.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 2.0 2.0 0.0 

Path Matrix 

1,2 1,3 1,4 1,2,5 1,3,6 1,3,7 1,3,8 1,4,9 1,4,10 1,2,5,11 1,2,5,12 1,2,5,13 
2,1 2,1,3 2,1,4 2,5 2,1,3,6 2,1,3,7 2,1,3,8 2,1,4,9 2,1,4,10 2,5,11 2,5,12 2,5,13 
3,1 3,1,2 3,1,4 3,1,2,5 3,6 3,7 3,8 3,1,4,9 3,1,4,10 3,1,2,5,11 3,1,2,5,12 3,1,2,5,13 
4,1 4,1,2 4,1,3 4,1,2,5 4,1,3,6 4,1,3,7 4,1,3,8 4,9 4,10 4,1,2,5,11 4,1,2,5,12 4,1,2,5,13 
5,2,1 5,2 5,2,1,3 5,2,1,4 5,2,1,3,6 5,2,1,3,7 5,2,1,3,8 5,2,1,4,9 5,2,1,4,10 5,11 5,12 5,13 
6,3,1 6,3,1,2 6,3 6,3,1,4 6,3,1,2,5 6,3,7 6,3,8 6,3,1,4,9 6,3,1,4,10 6,3,1,2,5,11 6,3,1,2,5,12 6,3,1,2,5,13 
7,3,1 7,3,1,2 7,3 7,3,1,4 7,3,1,2,5 7,3,6 7,3,8 7,3,1,4,9 7,3,1,4,10 7,3,1,2,5,11 7,3,1,2,5,12 7,3,1,2,5,13 
8,3,1 8,3,1,2 8,3 8,3,1,4 8,3,1,2,5 8,3,6 8,3,7 8,3,1,4,9 8,3,1,4,10 8,3,1,2,S,11 8,3,1,2,5,12 8,3,1,2,5,13 
9,4,1 9,4,1,2 9,4,1,3 9,4 9,4,1,2,5 9,4,1,3,6 9,4,1,3,7 9,4,1,3,8 9,4,10 9,4,1,2,5,l1 9,4,1,2,5,12 9,4,1,2,5,13 
10,4,1 10,4,1,2 10.4,1,3 10,4 10,4,1/2,5 10,4,1,3,6 10,4,1,3,7 10,4,1,3,8 10,4,9 lO,4,I,2,5,11 10,4,1,2,5,12 10,4,1,2,5,13 
11,5,2,1 11,5,2 11,5,2,I,3 11,5,2,1,4 1l,5 11,5,2,1,3,6 l1,5,2,l,3,7 l1,5,2,1,3,B l1,5,2,1,4,9 11,5,2,1,4,l0 l1,5,12 11,5,13 
12,5,2,1 12,5,2 12,5,2,1,3 12,5,2,1,4 12,5 12,5,2,1,3,6 12,5,2,1,3,7 12,5,2,1,3,8 12,5,2,1,4,9 12,5,2,1,4,10 12,5,11 12,5,13 
13,5,2,1 13,5,2 13,5,2,1,3 13,5,2,1,4 13,5 13,5,2,1,3,6 13,5,2,1,3,7 13,5,2,1,3,8 13,5,2,1,4,9 13,5,2,1,4,10 13,5,11 13,5,12 

6.7.2.4 Step4 

Once the Path matrix is calculated, the Link Capacities matrix is populated. The value that will be added 


to the selected elements in the Link Capacities matrix is determined from the Step2 result matrix. The 


Link Capacity matrix element to which the value must be added is selected based on the Step3 Path 


matrix path-Jist. The Link Capacity matrix will be the result of repeating this step for each element in the 


result matrix from Step2. 


For example, the traffic from Node 6 to Node 10 is 3.75e, based on the result matrix in Step2. From the 
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Path matrix, traffic from node 6 to node 10 will traverse the path (6,3,1,4,10). Based on this, the Link 


Capacity matrix elements corresponding to the links between nodes 6 to 3, 3 to 1, 1 to 4 and 4 to 10 must 


have the value of 3.75e added to them. 


The resulting Link Capacity matrix is given in the section below. 


6.7.2.5 Results 
Link Capacity matrix 

0.0 42.13 32.92 25.44 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

28.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 42.13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

39.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 17.16 19.38 13.78 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

32.68 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.5 20.36 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 28.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 22.47 22.32 16.63 

0.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 21.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 16.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 25.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 10.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 27.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

The results contained within the Link Capacity matrix are graphically illustrated below in Figure 8. (Note 

that all values are in erlang). 

Figure 8 Network problem results 
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6.7.3 Coding network planning algorithms within the Client 
The problem solution described in the above section is included within the OWPTClient application as a 

Dialog class NetworkPlanDialog. Access to the dialog is from the Tools Menu Item within the OWPTClient 

application using class M_TS as described in Section 6.6.1. 

6.7.3.1 	 NetworkPlanDialog Structure 
class NetworkPlanDialog extends Dialog implements ActionListener, ItemListener { 

NetworkPlanDialog(String title) { ... } 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent event) { } 

public void ItemStateChanged(ltemEvent e) {} 

class GNT _NP implements ActionListener { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 


Interrogate the selected Network object and build matrices for the existing and planned 


values.} } 


class VEM_NP implements ActionListener { 


public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 


Display the existing value matrix. } } 


class VPM_NP implements ActionListener { 


public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 


Display the planned value matrix. } } 


class SMA_NP implements ActionListener { 


public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 


Store the last viewed matrix as [A]. } } 


class 5MB_NP implements ActionListener { 


public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 


Store the last viewed matrix as [8]. } } 


class AXB_NP implements ActionListener { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 
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Multiply [A] with [6] and store the result as [AJ. } } 

class VMA_NP implements ActionListener { 


public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 


View [A].}} 


class VMB_NP implements ActionListener { 


public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 


View [6].}} 


class SPC_NP implements ActionListener { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 


Calculate the Least Cost and Path matrices for [6]. 


Build the Link Capacities matrix using the Path matrix and [A]. 


Store the result as [B]. }} } 


Note that once the Link Capacities have been calculated the changed planned-value parameters need to 

be passed back to the Database to remain within the closed loop process defined by the Concept 

Evaluation environment. In this implementation this will need to be done for each Link Capacities value by 

means of the EditNode and EditLink Dialogs. 

6.7.3.2 NetworkPlanDialog Coding 

6.7.3.2.1 Class NetworkPlanDialog 

Figure 9 NetworkPlanDialog appearance 

Global variables are used and are accessible from the sub-classes within the dialog class. These include: 
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nptoutput which is of type TextField; GNTButton, VEMButton, VPMButton. SMAButton, 5MBButton, 

AXBButton, VMAButton and VMBButton of type Button; ExisCMatrixmJ. Plan_MatrixOD. Matrix_A[]D, 

Matrix_B[1O and Storing_Matrix[]O of type float; and Matrix_size of type int. 

The constructor receives no user definable parameters. It configures the dialog window layout as shown 

in Figure 9 using standard Panels, Layouts, Buttons and TextAreas. 

The Buttons map as follows to the GUI and the ActionListener Classes. 

Button GNTButton = new Button("Get Network Topology"); 


GNTButton.addActionListener(new GNT_NP(»; 


Button VEMButton = new Button(IIView Existing Matrix"); 


VEMButton.addActionListener(new VEM_NP(»; 


Button VPMButton = new Button("View Planned Matrix"); 


VPMButton.addActionListener(new VPM_NP(»; 


Button SMAButton =new Button("Store as [A]"); 


SMAButton.addActionListener(new SMA_NP(»; 


Button 5MBButton = new Button("Store as [B]"); 


5MBButton.addActionListener(new 5MB_NP(»; 


Button AXBButton = new Button(" [A]X[B]->[A]"); 


AXBButton.addActionListener(new AXB_NP(»; 


Button VMAButton = new Button ( "View [A]"); 


VMAButton.addActionListener(new VMA_NP(»; 


Button VMBButton = new Button ("View [B] ") i 


VMBButton.addActionListener(new VMB_NP(»; 


Button SPCButton = new Button("SPF->[B] "); 


SPCButton.addActionListener(new SPC_NP(»i 


6.7.3.2.2 Class GNT_NP 

Interrogate the selected Network object and build matrices for the existing and planned values. 

Get a list of all the nodes in the Network object. 


Of the variables used; exisCmatrix, plan_matrix, nodecapacities and capacities are of type float; names is 


of type String. 


try { 

stringSeqHolder gnt_outStr = new stringSeqHolder(); 

mynet.listNodes(gnt_outStr); 

Matrix_nodes = gnt_outStr.value; 

Matrix_size = Matrix_nodes.length; } 
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catch(Syste.mException se} {... } 

Place the values for the nodes into the matrices at the correct positions. 

for (int i=Oi i<Matrix_sizei i++) { 

matrixnode = Matrix_nodes[i]i 

try { 

floatSeqBolder gntn_outflt = new floatSeqBolder(); 


mynet.getNode(matrixnode,gntn_outflt}i 


nodecapacities = gntn_outflt.valuei } 


catch(Syste.mException se} {... } 


exist_matrix[i] [i] = nodecapacities[O]i 


plan_matrix[i] [i] = nodecapacities[l]; } 


For each node get a list of all the links, find their values and place them into the matrices at the correct 

positions. 

for (int i=O; i<Matrix_size; i++) { 

matrixnode = Matrix_nodes[i]i 

try { 

stringSeqBolder gntl_outStr = new stringSeqBolder(}; 


mynet.getLinks(matrixnode,gntl_outStr}i 


Matrix_links = gntl_outStr.value; } 


catch(SystemException se) {m } 

for (int j-O; j<Matrix_links.length; j=j+4) { 

names [0] = Matrix_links[j]; names[l] = Matrix_links[j+l]i 

for (int c=O; c<2; c++) { 

Float cony = new Float(Matrix_links[j+c+2]); 


capacities[c] = conv.floatValue(); } 


for (int k=O; k<Matrix_size; k++) { 


if (names[O].equals(Matrix_nodes[i])} { 

if (names[l].equals(Matrix_nodes[k]» { 

exist_matrix[i] [k] = capacities[O]; 

plan_matrix[i] [k] = capacities[l]; break; } } } } } 

6.7.3.2.3 Class VEM_NP 
Display the existing value matrix. 

The values are displayed in the TextArea of the Dialog. Variable e_outval is of type float. 

for (int y=O; y<Matrix_size; y++) { 
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for (int x-O; x<Matrix_size; x++) { 


e_outval - Exist_Matrix[y] [xl; 


Float out_vale - new Float(e_outval); 


nptoutput.append(out_vale.floatValue()+n n); } 


nptoutput.append(n\nn); } 

Storing_Matrix = Exist_Matrix; 

6.7.3.2.4 Class SMA_NP 
Store the last viewed matrix as [A]. 

Matrix_A = Storing_Matrix; 

6.7.3.2.5 Class AXB_NP 
Multiply [A] with [B] and store the result as [A]. 

Result, Sum and m_outval are of type float, 

for (int k=O; k<Matrix_size; k++) { 

for (int 1=0; l<Matrix_size; 1++) { 

for (int j=O; j<Matrix_size; j++) { 


Sum = Sum + Matrix_A[k] [j]*Matrix_B[j] [1]; } 


Result[k] [1] = Sum; Sum = 0; } } 


float a_outval; 


for (int y=O; y<Matrix_size; y++) { 


for (int x=O; x<Matrix_size; x++) { 


m_outval = Result[y] [x]; 


Float out_valm = new Float(m_outval); } } 


Matrix_A = Result; 

6.7.3.2.6 Class SPC_NP 
Calculate the Least Cost and Path matrices for [B], 

LeastcosCMatrix, Path_Matrix, Unkcapacities_Matrix, min1, min2, mina, minb, minimum are of type float. 


N is of type Vector. index1, index2, minindex and match are of type int. segment, newsegment, xystring 


and indexstring are of type String. 


The SPF algorithm is implemented according to the procedure proposed by Dijkstra, as explained in 


Schwartz35
• 

Let D(v) be the sum of link costs along a given path. l(i,D is the link cost between node i and node j. N is 

the set of nodes for which the shortest path has been calculated. Each node in the network gets a turn to 
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be specified as the source node (node s) in the algorithm, the algorithm being executed for each of the 


specified source nodes. 


Within each algorithm execution there are two steps: 


1. 	 Initialization. Set N={s}. For each node v not in N, set O(v)=I(s,v). 

2. 	 At each subsequent step. Find a node w not in N for which O(w) is a minimum and add w to N. 

Update O(v) for all remaining nodes not in N by computing O(v)<-min[O(v),O(w)+I(w,v)]. Repeat step 

2 until all nodes are in N. 

The implementation is slightly different. The set N is initialized to include all the nodes except the source 


node. At each subsequent step a node is removed, and the algorithm terminates when the set is empty. 


The implementation also builds the Path matrix concurrently. 


Loop k allows all the nodes to be selected as source nodes in turn. 


for (int k=l; k<Matrix_size+1; k++) { 

Build the set N. 

for (int i=l; i<Matrix_size+1; i++) { 

if (i! =k) { 


Integer I_val = new Integer(i); 


N.addElement(I_val); } } 


Loop i for the remaining nodes in set N. 

for (int i=l; i<Matrix_size+1; i++) { 

if (i!=k) { 


Integer I_val = new Integer(i); 


Integer K_val = new Integer(k); 


segment = K_va1.toString()+I_val.toString(); 


Add the current path to the Path matrix. 

Path_Matrix[k-1] [i-1] = segment; } } 

Find a node in N for which the link costs are a minimum. 

while (N.size()!=O) { 


minimum = 100; minindex = 0; 


for (int 1=0; l<N.size(); 1++) { 


index1 = «Integer)N.elementAt(l».intValue(); 


if (Leastcost_Matrix[k-1] [index1-1]!=0) { 


if (Leastcost_Matrix[k-1] [index1-1] <minimum) { 

minimum = Leastcost_Matrix[k-11 [index1-1]; 

minindex = index1; } } } 

Remove the Node from N. 
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for (int i=O; i<N.size{); i++) { 

if (minindex==«{Integer)N.elementAt(i».intValue(») { 

N.removeElementAt(i); break; } } 

Update D(v) for the remaining Nodes 

for (int i=O; i<N.size(); i++) { 

index2 = «Integer)N.elementAt(i».intValue(); 

min1 = Leastcost_Matrix[k-1] [index2-1]; 

mina = Leastcost_Matrix[k-1] [minindex-1]; 

minb = Leastcost_Matrix[minindex-1] [index2-1]; 

min2 = mina + minb; 

if (min1<=min2) { Leastcost_Matrix[k-1] [index2-1]=min1; } 

if {min2<min1} { 

Leastcost_Matrix[k-1] [index2-1] = min2; 


Integer minindex_val = new Integer(minindex); 


Integer index2_val = new Integer(index2); 


segment=minindex_val.toString()+index2_val.toString(); 


Add the current path to the existing path in the Path matrix. 

Path_Matrix[k-1] [index2-1] = 
Path_Matrix[k-1] [minindex-1] + u u + segment; } }} } 

Expand the current Path matrix into the correct format where all paths are composed of their most simple 

components. 

for (int i=O; i<Matrix_size; i++) { 

for (int j=O; j<Matrix_size; j++) { 


segment = Path_Matrix[i] [j]; 


StringTokenizer st = new StringTokenizer(segment); 


newsegment = un; 


while (st.hasMoreTokens(» { 


xystring = st.nextToken(); 


indexstring = nu; index1 = 1; index2 = 0; match = 0; 


while (match == 0) { 


index2++; 

if (index2 > Matrix_size) { index1++; index2 = 1; } 

Integer index1_val = new Integer(index1); 

Integer index2_val =new Integer(index2); 

indexstring = index1_val.toString(} + index2_val.toString(); 

if (xystring.equals{indexstring)} { match = 1i } } 

newsegment = newsegment+ n n+Path_Matrix[index1-1] [index2-1]; } 

Path_Matrix[i][j] = newsegment; } } 
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Build the Link Capacities matrix using the Path matrix and [Aj, 

for (int i=O; i<Matrix_size; i++) { 

for (int j=O; j<Matrix_size; j++) { 


segment .. Path_Matrix[i] [j]; 


StringTokenizer st2 .. new StringTokenizer(segment); 


while (st2.hasMoreTokens(» { 


xystring .. st2.nextToken(); 


indexstring .. HII; index1 .. 1; index2 .. 0; match .. 0; 


while (match .... 0) { 


index2++; 

if (index2 > Matrix_size) { index1++; index2 = 1; } 

Integer index1_val = new Integer(index1); 

Integer index2_val .. new Integer(index2); 

indexstring .. index1_val.toString() + index2_val.toString(); 

if (xystring.equals(indexstring» { match = 1; } } 

Linkcapacities_Matrix[index1-1] [index2-1] .. 

Linkcapacities_Matrix[index1-1] [index2-1] + Matrix_A[i] [j]; 

} } } 

Store the result as [BJ. 

Matrix_B .. Linkcapacities_Matrix; 
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7. Results 
The Generic Network Planning Interface implemented in CORBA and Java was tested within the Concept 

Evaluation environment described in Section 5.2. The network problem solution described in Section 6.7 

was implemented and executed in order to produce the results calculated theoretically. The performance 

of the code required to implement access to the Generic Network Planning Interface in the Client was 

found to be as expected related to the processing power of the computer it was tested on. Method calls 

through the ORB to the Network objects within the Generic Network Planning Interface were found to be 

acceptable in duration. This was not in terms of a quantifiable value, but rather in comparison to the 

accessing of the Naming Service, for a listing of available Network objects. In comparison to accessing 

the Naming Service the latency was negligible. The reason for the Naming Service latency is mainly due 

to the repeated lookups required for locating the object/s representing the Naming Service itself. 

Furthermore the location of the Network objects from the references provided by the Naming Servcie also 

adds to the latency. 

The Concept Evaluation environment used a single host to run the Client, the two Server applications as 

well as the OrbixWeb CORBA implementation. This was because the main objective of implementing the 

Generic Network Planning Interface was no so much in proving the performance as to proving that the 

concept was simple to implement and that it functioned correctly. The exact speed of implementation will 

depend on the processing capabilties of the hardware. Okuthe36 has shown by means of comparative 

performance tests that CORBAlIiOP has faster response times than HTTP/CGI and Remote Method 

Invocation (RMI). It can therefore be reasonably assumed that implementing the Generic Network 

Planning Interface using Java RMI should be slower than using CORBAlIiOP. However, the power of the 

Generic Network Planning Interface implementation lies in the fact that it abstracts the network 

information into generic Network objects and provides standard method calls to access these objects in a 

distributed environment. Furthermore it is operating system (machine), programming language 

independent as well as portable in software terms. 
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8. 	 Future Developments 
In order to further evaluate the Generic Network Plannig Interface concept a number of additional 

developments will need to take place: 

• 	 The Concept Evaluation environment would need to truly represent a Distributed Computing 

Architecture. 

• 	 The current database should be replaced by a DEN directory service using LDAP. 

• 	 The development of a client in C++ to demonstrate the portability and platform independence of the 

method calls to the Network objects should be undertaken, 

• 	 The CORBA implementation must be evaluated using a Dynamic Skeleton and Invocation Interface 

(DSI and 011). While there is some doubt as to whether this will really improve the performance of a 

interface which remains static in definition, it may have some benefits if the interface could be 

inherited in order to create more specialised interfaces. 

• 	 More than one CORBA implementation of the Generic Network Planning Interface should be 

developed using the Internet Inter ORB Protocol (!lOP) in order to further enhance the portability of 

the interface. 
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